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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Good news. Mrs. Grace
Jeffrey is getting better. She
can read no and talks to folks.
It is always good news when a
sweet person like Mrs. Jeffrey
is on the way to a miraculous
recovery.,,Good luck to Grace
and Bill.
Now we come to the Charter
Night banqUet at Murray State.
This dinner will copiglenaurate
ifi-e 50th. anniversary of
Governor Edwin P. Morrow's
signing of the legislation which
authorized the creation of the
State Normal School Commission whose job it was -10
locate a new state normal
school in the west and in the
east.
The dinner will behekl ati:30
on Wednesday March 8 in the
Student Union building. Foi
reservations'call M.C. Garrott
at 762-2798.
The State Normal School
Commission was composed of
eight people with the Speaker o
the House naming five and the
president of the Senate naming
three.
Named to the commission by
th'e Speaker of the House were
four Democrats and one
Republican, Judge, E.C.
O'Rear of Frankfort. The four
Demos were Judge Earl W.
Senff of Mt. Sterling, Thomas A.
Combs of Lexington, W.S.
Wallen of Prestonsburg, and
Sherman Goodpaster of Frankfort. Three Republicans were
named by the president of the
Senate: Judge Alex G. Barrett
of Louisviole, J.L. Harman of
Bowling Green and Arthur
Peter of Louisville.
The new Murray State
Normal School was formally
opened on September 24, 1923 in
the anditorium.,of the Murray
High School building, with 178
students enrolling.
- Ground- was-brolteri-for-the
first MSU building in October of
1923 and today tt is called
Wrather Hall in honor of M.O.
Wrather.
Wells Hall for girls was
completed in September 1925
and the Library was built in
1931. Football was started in
1923

Murray State has a great
history and this 50th. anniversary year will have many
events. This dinner
next
Wednesday is one of them. Call
MC for reservations.
Nurses to Meet
Licensed practical nurses will
have their regular monthly
meeting Monday, March 6, at
seven p.m. It will be held in the
conference room of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital.

In Our 93rd Year

Hubbard To Vote
Against Gas Tax
The Kentucky Senate is
scheduled to vote on Governor
Wendell Ford's budget today as
well as a bill taking the sales
tax off of food, putting a
severance tax on coal and increasing state corporation
taxes. The Senate will also vote
on a measure increasing the
gasoline tax by two cents, and a
bill raising the tax on the
purchase of an automobile,
Senator Carroll Hubbard told
the Ledger &; Times by
telephone this morning that he
the
plans to vote against
gasoline and automobile taxes
Airstttiathg plans to vote es on
the budget proposal.
Sen. Hubbard said that his
vote on the package bill concerning the food tax, severance
tax and corporation tax,
depended on floor amendments
which might split the bill.

Senior Citizens To
Hold Meet On Friday
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club will hold its
regular monthly meeting on
Friday, March 3, at noon in the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
In charge of arrangements
will be Norman Klapp, Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Hughes, Mrs. Lillian
Hicks, Mrs. Eva Hilt, Mrs.
Marie Marvin, Mrs. Mattie
Parker, and Mrs. Helen
Peoples.
0. C. McLemore, president
urges all members to attend.

Jackson Purchase
Much colder today with showers ending. Highs in the upper
30s ()How 40s. Cloudy and colder tonight. Lows in the upper
20s. Friday decreasing cloudiness and continued cold. Highs
in the low 40s. Saturday cloudy
with a chance of showers.
Probability of measurable precipition .30 per cent today, 10
per cent tonight, near zero Friday.
Kentticky
Scattered showers over much
of the state today and scattered
thunderstorms central and east.
Scattered showers mainly in
the east tonight with a chance
of thunderstorms in the extreme east. "Colder today and
tonight. Cloudiness decreasing
and cool_F'riday with a chance
of rain mixed with snow north.
Highs today from near 40 west
10 the upper 50s and low 60s
east. Lows tonight upper 20s
west to the upper 3as east.
Highs F4day in the 40s.

Housetrailers Are
Damaged By Storms

CLINTON, Ky. ( AP) - Two
house trailerpverturned in the
Clinton area during high winds,
sending a 31-year-old man to a
hospital at Fulton with leg and
foot injuries.
Authorities said Ronald Kirby
A twenty-five foot air hose
was stolen from the C. & H. was admitted to the hospital
Market on Highway 121 South, and his wife and two children
according to the report made to were released after treatment.
Police said the winds during
the Murray Police Department
the Wednesday night storm also
this morning at four o'clock.
The police report said the caused some damage to power
thief or thieves broke a copper lines and trees in the Hickman
and .
Fulton
County areas.
air line and took the hose.
,

Air Hose Stolen
From Market Here

House Bill Limits Publication
Of Names Of Juvenile Offender's
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)-A
bill to prohibit publication of
the name of anyone under 18
-who appears in juvenile court
has been passed by the Kentucky House amid protests the
bill attacks freedom of the
press.
House Bill 296, which would
apply to witnesses as well as
defendants in juvenile court,
was passed 53-32 and now goes
to the Senate.
Such protection would be given to anyone under 18 who was
raped or witnessed a raping under a similar bill, HB300, which
the House passed 93-0 and sent

World Day, Prayer
Observance Planned
Here On Friday

MEOW

The Weather

Higher Education Bill
Is Approved By Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate has passed a $23-billion
higher-education bill and sent it
to a conference committee to
determine how firmly Congress
should legislate against busing
of pupils.
The Senate version of the bill,
which also authorizes $L5 billion to help school districts desegregate, was approved on an
88-6 vote Wednesday. The Senate added comparatively mild
restrictions on busing.
But the House, acting on the
Legislation lasLNovember, tied
to it three stringent arinbusing
amendments.
Findingla common ground on
busing will be one of the major
questions, but not the only one,
in the conference which is expected to begin in about two
weeks.
There also are important differences on the formulas for
_aid la_college studeats, for federal assistance to colleges and
universities, and for paying out
federal funds to assist school
districts faced with desegregation problems.
The Senate dealt Wednesday
with a last-gasp effort to revive
the tough antibusing rider spon-sored by Sen. Robert P. Griffin,
R-Mich., defeating it 48 to 47.
This proposal first was tentatively adopted 43 to 40 last Fri-

World Day of Prayer will be
observed at the Hale Chapel of
the First United
Methodist
Church on Friday. March 3, at
ten a.m.
Rev. Charles Moffett,
First
minister . of
the
Presbyterian Church, Murray.
will be the guest speaker.
ThiS annual program is
sponsored by the Church
Women United composed of
women from Various churches
in Murray and Calloway
County. The event is world wide
with special prayer services
Icing planned in
churches
around the world.
All interested persons are
invited to attend.
•

BLOODMOBILE
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be at the First Methodist
Church in Mayfield on Wednesday. March 6,from 1 p.m. to
7 p'm. and on Thursday, March
7, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Any
Calloway County citizen may
prepare for his family's blood
needs by donating a pint at this
time, a spokesman for the local
Red Cross chapter said.

to the Senate as well. But that
unanimous approval came only
after the bill's penalty clause
was deleted on a 46-42 count.
The deletion amendment was
offered by Rep. Ralph Graves,
D-Bardwell, who then tried to
do the same with HB296, but
could not because of a technicality.
When Graves failed in an attempt to delay action in HB96
for one day so he could offer
such an amendment, he moved
to table the entire bill; that motion failed 24-52. Violation of
the bill's provisions, thus, still
would be punishable by up to
one year in jail or a fine of up
to $500.
Graves and other opponents
of the bill as drafted said
names of such juveniles rarely
are published now, but to ban it
by law could lead to an increas•Mg infringement on the freedom of the press.
"This sets a precedent of saying the general assembly can
legislate what news we can
lead and what we can't read,"
declared Graves, who is the
publisher of a weekly newspaper in Carlisle County. He refrained from voting on any action on either of the bills because of a possible conflict of
interest.
Rep. William KentonD-Lexington, agreed, saying this
precedent could lead to the censoring of all crimnial news.
Rep. Bart Peak, 11)-Lexington,
defended both bills on the
grounds they will help protect
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day, then rejected 50 to 47
Tuesday.
Hopes of the busing foes had
been centered on the Griffin
proposal which would eliminate
the right of federal courts to is-sue busing orders in school-desegregation cases.
The tough provisions of the
House-passed bill would:
-Prohibit use of any federal
funds to support busing to
achieve desegregation.
-Bar federal agencies from
persuading school districts to
tile" Melt' Ain.
tOr Ms'
purpose.
-Stay, pending final appeals,
all busing ordered by courts in
desegregation cases.
The mild busing restrictions
voted by the Senate were written to tie into the House provisions and cut back their effect.
hr the higher-education part
.w
,
bulk of the money authorized,
the Senate version contains a
brand new formula entitling all
college students to $1,400 yearly
grants, less family contributions, based on uniform federal
standards.
The House measure would
continue this type of aid in the
usual way-loans, grants and
work-study programs channeled
through college financial-aid of
ficers.

Survey To Be
Conducted At
Kroger Store
The Urban Geography Class
of Murray State University will
be conducting a survey _id.
Kroger's Supermarket in
Migray on Friday and Saturday, March 3 and 4.
Representatives of the claw,
will inquire the address of eachcustomer that enters the store
on those days. The information
will then be plotted on a map of
calloway County and a line
drawn to the store.
Ths purpose of -the-survey is
to determine the areas in the
city and county from which
most of Kroger's customers
come.
The Geography Department
of Murray State requests the
support of all shoppers in this
survey.

Sprint Luncheo
Women's Society
To Be At Kenlake

Plans have been announced
for the annual spring luncheon
at the Kenlake Hotel, sponsored
by the Women's Society of
Murray State University.
Mrs. Peter Whaley and Mrs.
I. Max Reed are chairman and
co-chairman for the annual
There also is a wide variation event to be held on Saturday,
in the way the two versions April 8, at 12:30 p.m. Reserwould provide direct support" vations should be made with
for institutions of higher educa- Mrs. Whaley by Friday, March
24.
tion.
Each member will receive a
The St nate bill would provide
allowances biped on the num- letter or a call from the
ber of federally aided students telephone committee. Tranenrolled. The House measure sportation will be provided. A
would key the assistance to musical program will be
full-time enrollment of the col- presented at the luncheon.
Plans for the ltineheon were
leges and universities.
completed at a meeting of the
social committee held at the
Rummage Sale Planned
home of Mrs. Whaley. Other
members of the committee are
By The Kirksey WSCS
Mrs. A. C. Lafollette. Mrs. Arlie
Scott, and Mrs. J. D. Rayburn.
A rummage sale will be held Mrs. Robert G. Johnson is the
at the American Legion Hall on social charrnian for the veneral
Saturay, March 4, starting at society.
eight a.m.
The sale will be sponsored by
The--Iliaineit/S-: Sese
-fity of
Christian Service of the Kirksey
United Methodist Church
Rev. John Jones will be the
guest speaker at the Lynn
Temple Hill Lodge Plans Grove United Methodist Church
on Sunday, March 5, at 9.30 an.
Meeting Here Saturday
The guest minister will be
.speakirlig in the absence of the
A. G.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 church pastor,"F
Free and Accepted Masons will Kesterson, who is recui4rating
meet in stated communication from a heart condition.
on Saturday, March 4, at seven
Rev. Jones is pastor of the
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Kirksey United Methodist
Work will be in the Master Church and will be 'speaking
Mason degree. Refreshments there at the regular worship
will be served.
hour.
All Masons are invited to
attend. 4

Lynn Grove Church
To Hear Rev. Jones

Two Car Collision
Occurs Wednesday

,
•
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A HELPING HAND-Six-year-old David Brown gets a helping hand In a playground wing true
Dr. Loyd Jacks,the 197!Easter Seal chairman for Calloway County. David,son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Brown of Hazel Route!, is one of the Calloway countians benefiting from Fester Seal services. He
makes weekly trips for treatment to the West Kentucky Easter Seal Center for Crippled Children and
Adults in Paducah. Jacks, an associate professor of agriculture at Murray State University, is
heading the annual spring drive to raise money for the support of East's'Seal activities in Kentucky.
The campaign, which officially began Monday,extends through Easter Sunday, April 2.
1Photo by Wilson Woolley

Firemen Called To
Trailer Fire Today
The Murray Fire Department
answered h call this nmaing at
12:25 to a mobile home at Hale's
Trailer Court on the Coldwater
Road.
Firemen . said the- fire was
from a short in the heater oflhe
trailer occupied by Ors who
are students at Murry ,State
University.
The fire occurred during the
electrical, wind, and rain storm
that hit Murray and Calloway
County about midnight. Some
damage to outbuildings in the
city and limbs were blown from
some trees, according to
reports.

Move To Have Amendment
Removed From Bill Fails

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP t Kentucky State Sen. Joe Stacy,
D-West Liberty, has failed to
Two cars were involved in a remove from his omnibus worktraffic c011ision on Wednesday men's compensation bill an
at 11:35 a.m. on North ifith amendment giving coal operStreet, according to the report ators a break in paying black
filed by the officers ,t 'lie lung claims.
Stacy tried Wednesday to
Murray Police Departnohave the bill returned to comNo injuries were listed
mittee so the amendment tackofficers' report.
Cars involved were a 1469 ed on last week by the Senate
Ford two door driven by .1.iiires Labor and Industry Committee
Richard Perry of Mayfieli. imd could be stricken.
As originally proposed, the
a 1965 Ford two door drivoi
bill would have reduced the
Rarnesh R. Patel of Uni%.
portion of black lung payments
Station, Murray.
Police said Patel was I, king from the Special Fund, which
out of a driveway ont, N..rth presently picks up the entire
16th Street and failed to -ei 'lie tab for such claims, to 50 per
Perry car going south. Dail.,we cent after Jan. 1, 1973. The
to the Perry car was on the ri lit fund's portion would have been
rear fender and bumper, anii to further reduced to 25 per cent
the Patel car on the lef! rear after Jan. 1, 1974 with individContinued on Page Twelve)
ual employers paying the refender, bumper, and :rtnik
mainder of such claims.
deck.
.
Gospel Singing Planned
At the urging of its chairman,
SIGMA KINDERGARTEN
Sen.
, Friend, D-PikeAt Owen's Chapel Church The registration is nou open vile, Kelsey
the Labor Committee
-fer The fall session of the Sieffge -amended the'bill to reduce speA gospel singing will be held Kindergarteri-df the Siona
cial fund payments merely to
at the Owen's Chapel Baptist Department
75 per cent beginning Jan. 1,
of the Murray
Church, located six miles north Woman's
Parents
1973, with no subsequent reducClub.
of Penny,on Saturdby, March 4, desiring to enroll their child;en
tion.
at seven p.m.
should call 7531117 for farther
Without the . amendment,
All singers and listeners are information. The kinderrten
Friend said, the bill would deinvited t4, attend.
is located at Robertson Sch(A. stroy the deep mining industry

On North 16th

Vol. LXYJO011 No. 52

in eastern Kentucky. Stacy.
however, noted that coal companies contribute about 10 per
cent of the special fund, but
that their employes derive
about 9 per cent of its benefits.
With great passion, Friend
objected Wednesday to Stacy's
attempt to have the bill sent to
the Senate Banking and Insurance Committee. He called the
attempt "outrageous" and said
its success would, in effect, say
to the coal industry, "You are
not welcome in this commonwealth; you are not part of
this commonwealth."
Friend said the bill contained
"a lot of benefits for the working people of this state." He
said if the act were to be referred anywhere it should go
back to his committee for re('onsideration.
Sen. Donald Johnson. R-Fort
Thomas, suggested that a new
committee might offer "a fresh
itiintinued on Page Twelve)
LODGE MEETING
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 will
meet at 7 pit Saturday at the
lodge hall All mumbers are
urged' to attend Gene Opal
Parks is the Worshipful Master
of the lodge

Committee Passes Bill
To Allow Sale Of Bonds
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP)- A
unique plan under which Kentucky would become the first
state to issue savings bonds
was approved unanimously today by the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
Much of the group's allotted
meeting time was taken up

Many Trailer
Owners Avoid
Paying Taxes

with an explanation of the 4
procedure by Finance Commissioner Don Bradshaw.
One questioner, House Minority Leader Harold DeMarcus,
R-Stanford, commented at one'
point:
"Kentucky is usually last on
everything. How did we get
first on this?"
House Bill 553, sponsored by
Majority leader John Swinford;""
D-Cynthiana, would establish a
Kentucky savings bond authority which could issue the bonds
- on the
Savings' Bond with a maturity date
model
•
15 years.
Bradshaw said the basic aim
is to save money- by refinancing
high-interest turnpike bonds.
This presumably could be
done by buying lower interest,
shorter term bonds with the
profits or piling up a surplus
for n)ad i onstruction.
-The Federal government is
not going to like this," Bradshaw ti'iii the House members.
"It competes with their savings
bonds and ours are exempt
from taxatioh "
The finance commissioner estimated the -savings bonds
could y old 4.5 per cent interest
al the outset. though the rate
would %an uith bond market
ii lit
• •We're shooting at the small
in% color -the one investing up
$10,000," he said.
We're
Ilia interested in hot money
from Nevi York
Brad:!late acknowledged that,
unlike general thligation bonds,
thy savings bonds would not be
backed by. the full faith credit
of the l'imononwealth. But he
in Hill ated the seuurity would be
adequate
He said the question arises as

FRANKFORT, Ky. API Many motele home owners in
Kentucky may be avoiding payment of local or state property.
tax -thereby costing local governments and sciesd districts
more than $1.4 million each
year in lost revenue.
Fd Ballard, director of the
state Revenue Departn lcuts
property. and inheritance tax division, sal there is no system
for keeping track of how litany
mobile homes are on the state
tax rolls.
i. 'Maybe only a third, and certamly less than half of the mobile hint's
the stale are on
the personal propert
tax
rolls.- he said
Under a bill intridui (41 iii
legislature by Rep Iilerai
White, D-Winehusier. all mobile
homes in the slate wiuld be
Instead -f
classified w
"personal" property Die tax
would then be paid by the hindowner, whether an individual or
a mobile home park oiwratiir
The measure would also require immobile home park ,9erators to tell the liwal property
valuation admonstrahir by Feb
1 each year the "fail' rash valifontinned on Page Twelvel
ue'' of aft -rnntrt homrs
'
'
premises
TWO CITED
White's bill was introduced
Twt, persons were cited by the
three weeks ago. but has yet to Murray Police Department on
be considered by the House Wednesday.. They were for
Committee on Appmpriations speeding ' arid
public
and Revenue to- WhiCh it was' drunkenness,. according to the
assigned
citation reports.
.
— -
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
U I yet pleased men, I should not be the servant of Christ.----Sahibs l:1.
Whatever you do, someone won't like it. The only answer to
fickle public opinion is a conscience clear towards God first and
only.

Isn't It The Truth!
-

Jr.- —
Light travels 180,000 miles per second until it
enters the human skull where, quite often, it finds
nothing to illuminate.
"The light that failed."
—Title of novel
by Rudyard Kipling

BANG
UK Specialist Reports
That Alfalfa Is Best Of SurveiReports Indicate
Available Farm Forages Independent Businessmen
Want No More Increases
LADESN

•

man and is nowgrown in all the
states of the United States.
When old Columella wrote of
alfalfa being a remedy for sick
beasts, he did not know the
reason why. What he did know,
as he jotted down in his book,
"De Re Rustica," was that
when ailing cattle or horses fed
on it, their state of health
seemed to improve. In recent
years,
researchers
and
scientists have found some of
the answers not known by
Columella. In addition to
proteins and minerals so
necess,ary to animal health,
alfalfa contains vitamins B-I;
B-2; C; E; and K. Also it contains vitamin B-12 which is an
important anti-pernicious
anemia factor.
Over the years, alfalfa has
been of immeasurable value to
Kentucky farmers and has been
successfully grown in all see=
tions of the state. In recent
years, however, many farmers
have experienced problems in
producing it. In the early 1960's,
the alfalfa weevil invaded the
state causing massive damage.
So great was the infestation and
widespread destruetfon in their
alfalfa fields, a considerable
number of farmers threw up
their hands and quit trying to
grow it.
But despite the weevil, all is
not lost. According to Thompson, research has revealed that
through the use of insecticides,
winter flaming, late grazing
after freeze down, and seeding
weevil-tolerant varieties,
alfalfa can still be produced
efficiently and economically.
While admitting that it is not the
easiest hay and silage crop to
grow, he states that high yields
The Veterans Administration
and high quality forage along
has pointed out that parents
with long-living stands are
drawing benefits based on
possible s when
proven
service-connected deaths of
production techniques are
veterans and servicemen
followed.
qualify fot the first time for $55
In cooperation with the.
monthly aid and attendance
Alfalfa Seed Council, Thompson
payments. •
and his colleague, Timothy H.
VA officials said 19,100
Taylor, have produced a
parents became eligible Jan. 1 brochure
detailing all these
for the additional allowances
techniques. Anyone interested
authorized by PI, 92-197.
in growing this "queen of
The new law allowas VA to forage crops"
can secure a copy
pay the $55 benefit to parents on
by contacting his county agent.
compensation
death
and
It is stated in this brochure
dependency and
indemnity that alfalfa
stars as an allcompensation _rolls if their animal food; that
it can be fed
physical conditions require , as hay, haylage,
pasture, green
regular assistance from others. chop, wafers, and pellets;
that
Specifically, VA officials it is high in protein
value,
explained, a beneficiary must vitamins,
minerals, and
be "a patient in a nursing home, unknown
growth factors; and
helpless or blind, or so nearly that no other
feed does so many
helpless or blind as to need
things as well. Curious and
regular aid and attendance of coincidental
though it may be.
another person."
this,in sum and substance, is
Another provision of PI,92-197
about what Columella said of
granted increased monthly the plant
over 2,000 years ago.
payments Jan. 1 to 186,000
Alfalfa is, indeed, a wonderful
widows, 53,000 children and
and valuable plant.
66,000 parents of veterans who
-died of service-corthected
Causes.
CHICAGO SEVEN
•
Dependent parents who want
On Fhb. 18, 1970, defendants
more details on aid and atof the Chicago Seven trial were
tendance paxments were urged
acquitted cif cen.spiracy, but
to contact their nearest VA
convicted of seeking to incite
office or local veterans service riots
at the 1968 Democratic
organization
representative. National Convention_
LEXINGTON, KY.--Of all
legumes, alfalfa is best,"
Columella wrote back in 60 A.D.
"When once sown, it lasts 10
years. It can be mowed four
times, and even six times a
year. It improves the soil and
all lean cattle grow fat by
feeding on it. It is a remedy for
sick beasts and a jugerurn (twothird acre will feed three
horses plentifully for a year.
What this old Roman
agricultural writer said still
holds true, according to Warren
C.Thompson, Extension forage
specialist with the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture.
Alfalfa,
as
Thompson further describes it,
is the "super star of forages."
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa),
whose generic name stems
from the Greek and means
"feed from Media," has a long
and
history.
interesting
Originating in Southwest Asia,
it was carried to Greece about
480 B.C. as provender for the
cavalry of Cyrus, the Great,
when this mighty king was
conquering the kingdoms of
Asia Minor. It was introduced
into Spain by the Saracens who
conquered that country early in
the 8th Century and, in turn,
was taken to Mexico and South
America by early Spanish
explorers. It is said to be the
oldest forage crop known to

Veteran Parents
Now Eligible
For Monthly Aid

THURSDAY-MARCH 2, 1972

Stop! It has gone far enough.
This is apparently the
viewpoint of the nation's independent business people
toward any increase in the
Social Security taxes according
to the first returns to the new
continuous survey by the
National Federation of Independent Business.
The results from the business
respondents so far show
seventy-seven percent are in
favor of Congress passing a law
holding the ceiling of the
combined taxes on employer
and employee to $1,017 per year,
which is the current rate set by
the law for the years 1973
through 1975 after which it
climbs again.
In the continuous survey
conducted by the National
Federation of Independent
-Business last year, 55 percent
of the-th-o-fe-Thiti -100-,1300respondents said they were in
favor of a private government
corporation along the lines of
the postal service taking over
Social Security.
While in the Congress there
are many bills to raise both the
Social Security benefits and
also to raise the taxes, many
independent business people tell
the NFIB that further payroll
taxes are not at all compatible
with any attempt to curb inflation.
An Ohio retailer says, "Our
politicians should take a stand
on Social Security now. Many
business places cannot stand
the rates now charged. Each
business lost means unemployment and greater welfare
costs."
An upper New York state
grocery store operator is even
more emphatic in stating his
position to the NFIB.
"My opinion is," he s,ays,
"'that Congress should impose a
ceiling on Social Security taxes,
but not at $1,017. It should be
rolled back to a more realistic
figure. Now that Social Security
has been in effect over the many
years and self supporting, if the
government would keep their
fingers out of it, a person would
never live long enough to spend
the interest that Social Security
is making on the yearly take."
Studies conducted by the
National Federation of Independent Business
have
shown triat although many
drawing benefits today receive
far more than they ever contributed, young 'workers entering the work force today
cannot possibly live long enough
to receive what they and their
employers are paying in taxes if
the accumulated funds were
drawing a modest, rate of interest: rlf.
CainiNeir of
Dartmouth has also testified to
Congres,sional committees that
the present Social Security
system is unfair to the, young
worker.
In addition, even those who
are •entitled to Social Security
today are not receiving fair

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

treatment due to the limits
placed on the outside earnings
School Materials on Drugs
they can receive without
sacrificing part or all of their...
The Nation's teachers, beSocial Security benefits. At
leagured by pressures to provide
present these penalties start
progrrms of drug '('use prevention, have sorely needed a panwith any earnings from emoply of educational materials.
ployment exceeding $1,680 per
Now there is real help for
year until the person reaches
them in the way of a rich its;
the age of 72. However, income
source of such materials, defrom dividends, rents and other
signed particularly for schools,
sources do not result in a
described in a just-issued publipenalty. The nation's incation, "Drug Abuse Prevention Materials for Schools".
dependent business people,
It is a detailed catalog and
voting through the National
sources-of-information brochure
Federation of Independent
of the President's Special Action
Business, have supported
Officr for Drug Abuse Prevenlegislation to knock out this
tion, issued through the National
restriction on earnings.
Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse
Information. The Clearinghouse
The owner of an Indiana
was set up in the National Insticonstruction firm says, "As the
tute of Mental Health to proamounts of money which an
vide, coordinate and issue inforindividual earns goes up, the
mation for Federal agencies to
the professions and the public,
higher the amount of the payroll
"It is no longer necessary.,for
tax whioh does- hurt; However, a
a teacher to be frustrated and
more important law which the
troubled when called upon to
Congress could pass as far as I
'do something' about drug
and others are concerned would
abuse," says Dr Jerome H. Jafbe one pertaining to when an
fe, Director of the Special Acindividual can receive Social
tion Office, in a foreword of the
new publication.
Security and still continue to
"Materials described here,"
earn as much from labors as he
he adds, "will open up new inis able to or wants to.,.
sights into the drug scene, youth,
The owner of an Oregoa
adults, communication, and will
service' firm is even more
create a new awareness of apemphatic on this point saying, proaches,
methods, attitudes,
"I am sick to death of watching
and materials os effectively preour senior citizens trying to live
vent drug abuse.
on their Social Security
"Drug abuse prevention does,
benefits. At the rate that this
however, demand extremely
careful preparation and implehas been paid in, it is a crime
mentation, especially as one reagainst the American people
that the benfits are so low that alizes the problems are much
more vast than simply the abuse
even a dog could not live. Now
of drugs. Before, teachers had
let some great economic mind
to rely on a few resources'to
describe how a man and wife
deal with these complex issues.
who,shall we say are making a
Now a Federal effort has expanded these resources into a
wage of $600 per month retire
and live on $100 to $160 per comprehensive, inservice trainmonth. It has taken every cent ing program and followup classroom tools for every school age
to make ends meet while they
youngster from kindergarten to
are working."
high school."
A retailer in New Hampshire
The goal, Dr. Jaffee points
comments, "We have older out, is the development of skills
people in this town who would in the use of drug education mabe better off with a subsicis, terials which will enable teachers to open up the kind of sponsystem because as it is now,()Id
taneity, dialogue, and discussion
people are scrubbing floors. that is a prime requisite in influOne lady in this town gets $68 encing -youth attitudes and beper month Social Security and havior.
pays $75 per month rent for a
The new publication is availsecond rate apartment. She able for 50it per copy (Stock
scrubs floors for the balance of Number 1724-0177) from the
her living. This is ridiculous Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Ofwhen 22 year olds are doino U.S.
6ce, Washington, D.C., 20402.
better than she on welfare and
doing nothing."
The bulk of the Soctal
Sean-ay reserve funds arc
invested in low yield government securities, usually those
whose yield is so low they are
not of interst ot private capital.
It is charged that this factor
&one keeps the fund fretn
paying out -higher benefits,

Dentist Sentenced

LOS ANGELES (API
A
dentist convicred of fitting orthodontic devices to younk men
so they could avoid the draft
has been senItnced 015 yehrs
in federal prison.
Dr. Bernard Bender of iuburban Woodland Hills committed
"sham, fraud and deceit" that
„
"smacks of treasA". U.S. DisANTI-NAZI RIOT
trict Court Judge A. Armless
A mass. Meeting of 22,000 Ilauk said Monday in passing
members cf the German. sentence and ordering a 30.000
AmericanBond in New York fine.
Asst. US. Atty. :David Fox
City precipitated disorders and
drew large crowds of anti- sai4 Bender had helped 80
young men evade the draft.
Nazis to the scene.

LEXINGTON,Ky.-Spring in
Kentucky brings warm breezes,
greening trees and fields,
dogwood and redbud blossoms,
and-too often-tornadoes.
The peak of the Kentucky
tornado season is March, April
and May, with the most vicious
twisters usually .striking during
these months, according to A.
B. Elam, Jr., Climatologist for
Kentucky, NOAA National
Weather Service Office for
State Climatology, University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Official tornado 'records go
back to 1890, he notes, and most
of the tornadoes that caused
major damage to life and
property occurred in March,
April or May. More than half of
the 118 tornadoes that have hit
Kentucky during the past 20
years occurred during these
months.
Last year was especially bad
--for tornadoes liere, 'with VI-touching down in the state and
causing
nine deaths, Elam
said. In the past 20 years, only
1967 emraled 1971 for the
number of tornadoes reported
in Kentucky, and the death toll
last year was the highest of any
year during that period. The
annual average for the state is
six tornadoes and one death.
Nine of last year's twisters
came daring "tornado" season,
with April 27th the most
damaging. Seven tornadoes
were reported in the afternoon
and evening of that day, causing
all the 1971 tornado deaths (in
Adair, Russell and Butler
Counties), about 150 injuries,
and property damage totaling
several million dollars.
Two tornadoes in May-on the
6th and the 24th-caused no
injuries but quite a bit of
property damage. The other
1971 tornadoes, which resulted
in no reported injuries and
minor property damage, were
on February 19th, July 11th and
18th, and December 15th, when
four tornadoes were reported.
In Kentucky, your chances
are very small of being in the
area Where and when a tornado
strikes, Elam pointed out.
However,a twister can occur in
almost any section of the state;
at any elevation-hilltop or
valley bottom; and at any time
of year. They also can hit at any
time of the day, although they
form more readily flairing -the

warmer hours.
Preparedness-a plan for
quick action when a tornado has 'Louisville-Taxpayers
been spotted nearby-is the key planning to claim an interest
to preventing death and in- deduction on their 1971 Federal
juries, he noted. And everyone tax return should be sure to
should understand the meaning read the instructionS . carefully
of the Weather Service's tor- to avoid errors, according to
Robert J. Dath, District
nado warning system.
A TORNADO WATCH means Director of Internal Revenue
weather conditions are ripe for for Kentucky.
Interest deductions should be
tornadoes to develop. Stay
tuned to the radio or television entered with other itemized
and listen for weather bulletins, deductions on Schedule A and
even if the sky is clear attached to Form 1040. The
overhead. A storm may appear form for itemized deductions
very quickly, with no time for gives taxpayers space to _list
an official tornado warning, so interest, taxes, contributions
scan the horizon often for the and other deductible expenses.
Interest paid on a home
approach of dark, threatening
clouds. Stay alert for the sudden mortgage,a bank loan, or other
onset of violent wind, rain, hail, debt may be deducted if the
or a funnel-shaped cloud. When taxpayer is legally responsible
for the payment.
in doubt, take cover.
Interest paid for another
A TORNADO WARNING
person is not deductible, Dath
means a tornado actually has
stated. This could occur when a
been sighted or spottelLon
--parent makes-a—mortgageradar. If the twister is nearby,
+payment for his children on a
seek inside _ shelter,- ins,
home that is not in his namej,le
mediately-and stay away from
explained.
windows.
For more detailed information on tornado safety
, WORTH REPEATING
rules, contact your local county
Extension agent, or write
The millennium will be here
Climatologist Elam, 205 Ex- when politicians can be sued
periment
Station
Bldg., for breach of campaign
University
of
Kentucky, promises
-Henny Youngman
Lexington, Ky. 40506.
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TONITE thru SAT.
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Children's Movie Sat. 1 til 3
— All Seats SO'
The LITTLE SHEPHERD of

Kingdom Come
14 Po Las

THE WYE AND HEROISM OF A KENTUCKY MOUNTAIN KID...SUDDENLY
CAUGHT IN THE WAR BETWEEN TIIE STATES...SUDDENLY SWEPT UP
IN THE HEIGHT,4 if-'
IltiPEs .AND THE DEPTHS OF ITS HELLS
OP,

Eagle Tour Is
Scheduled In
Lakeland Area
"Eagle watching" will be the
objective of a guided tour to be
held in Land Between the Lakes
on Saturday, March 4. The
hiking tour, which is open to the
public, will begin at 9 a.m. at
Center Station in the Conservation Education Center and
terminate around noon.
Guided by members of the
Wildlife Society at Murray State
University, participants will
hike into the deep ,bays and
coves of lake Barkley and
Kentucky lake to observe the.
bald and golden eagles that visit
Land Between the lakes during
the winter and spring seasons.
The weekend program is in
response to the widespread
interest among residents of
west Kentucky and Tennessee
in our National bird. These
majestic birds are among the
over 200 species of birds that
have been identified in the area.
A program concerning eagles
and waterfowl will be presented
by members of the land Between the lakes staff prior to the
tour on Friday, March 3, at 7:30
p.m. at Center Station. "So
excellent color
film about waterfowl, will be
among the highlights, of the
program.
Those who are interested in
participating in the guided tour
Saturday morning should bring
hiking shoes and field glasses
Center 'Station is located just
above Hematite Lake near
Honker lake.
honker, Energy and
Bards lakes Open for
Fishing March 1
The three subimpoundments
located along the lake Barkley
.shoreline in land Between the
Lakes will cipen for fishing
March 1. Honker Lake, Bards
Lake, and a portion of Energy
lake were closed during the
winter season to provide refuge
areas for the waterfowl
management prograin. The
lakec,...ranging in size fl'om 190
to 370 acres, provide excellent
bass and crappie fiXhing during
the spring.
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Fashion Notes
Written by
JO CRASS

lung man

Discuss New
Women's Group

Thursday, March 2
Woniere.2f the Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

Mayor Homes Ellis was the
guest speaker for the Magazine
Club Thursday at the luncheon
in the Woman's Club House. He
reviewed the recent business of
the City Council which involved
the finances andaplans of expanding the limits., streets,
paving the annual budget, industry, police force, how the tax
money is spent and the traffic
problems.
Mrs. L.J. Hortin, president
presided at -this- annual luncheon program. Mrs. J.I.
Hosick gave the invocation. In
speaking of this occasion, Mrs.
Hortin said the club was
organized April 27, 1910 with its
aim "to promote good literature
and strengthen the talents of the
members." Miss Caine Beale
and Mrs. L.E. Owen are charter
- - -•
members.
blue
and
Red, white
decorations were used on the
table. Guests were Mesdames
G.C. Ashcraft, Louis Susrneyer,
James Rudy Allbritten, John C.
Quertermous, James M.
Lassiter, Ed Diuguid, Harry
Sleekl., Marvin Fulton,and Miss.
Ruby Simpson.
Officers for the year are Mrs.
Hortin, president, Mrs. C.C.

advertiammt

Lowry, vice president, Mrs.
A.C. LaFollette, secretary, and
Mrs. Jack Kennedy, treasurer.
The March meeting will be
with Mrs. Ronald Churchill.
Others in attendance at the
meeting were Miss Cappie
Beale, Miss Roberta Whitnah,
Mesdames Ronald Churchill,
F.E. Crawford, Hess Crossland,
Carlisle Cutchin, Raymond
Dixon, George Hart, R.A.
Johnston, Jack Kennedy, A.C.
Lafollette; John Livesay, EA-.
Lundquest, Henry McKenzie,
J.A. Outland, A.W. Ruseell,
Harry Sparks, O.C. Wells, John
Winter, and Miss Maud Nance

GET FAT OFF
THIS WEEK

Now you con lot wolf end loy• that
lot! YOU con satisfy your app•titiy and
"These are exciting times to
pool off •ycoss pounds With rho X ii
Itoducrop Pion you can tote off poundy
be alive and we want this to be a
and inches from Pushy, neck, logy, worst
banner day for the women of the
- all OvOf — and stobolizo weight on
Friday, March 3
Paris District," Mrs. Wayne
you follow the X ii Roducing Plan
Whil• you oat satisfyinp meals, no
The Murray-Calloway County
Lamb of Paris, Tenn.,
longer will you b• rho pommy( at
Memphis
Senior
Citizens will have its
President of the
the ev•r•ating habit, because with
it.X
I I Plan you oat loss - won i1.
Conference Women's Society of potluck luncheon and meeting
while you oat well
You ion. worght
Christian Service, said of the at floor, at the social hall of the
Ger your podrop• today on Guarantor,' :c
ipl_wcright loss of TOrIfty bock
forthcoming meeting to be held First' United Methodist Church.
Wra•stiont asliod
.
for Methodist wemen nt the In el:large of arrangements will
be Nerman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Paris District.
Payless Discount
meeting, termed 011ie Hughes, and Mesdames
"The
S. 4th Street dr Maple
"Mission Interpretation", will Lillian Hicks, Eva Hilt, Marie
Murray, Ky.
be held at Trinity First United Marvin, Mattie Parker, and
DEAR ABBY: When people make expensive weddings
Methodist Church in Paris on Helen Peoples.
or Bar Mitzvahs, I can understand why they might not want
March 9. Registration and a
The regular meeting of the
small children. But when they invite friends who have
coffee hour will begin at 9:30 Calloway
Senior
County
children in their late teens for even olden, living at home.
Custom 'ambers
----Antiques
I think it's an insult to the parents and their children -to..- a.m., with the meeting to start Citizens Chub will be held in the
1005. HANDMADE
REPAIRED. RE FINISHED
at 10:00 a.m. A sack lunch will social hall of theFirst United
exclude them.
host
be held at noon, with the
I am a widow with a 20-year-old daughter and a 21Methodist Church. A pot-luck
church furnishing Airlitki.
year-old son at home, and I will never again accept an
luncheon will be served at noon.
Features of the program will
invitation which does not include them. Why should I have
be a discussion of the proposed
to come alone9 Do you agree with me?
The World Day of PraYer will
OLD TIME BLACKSMITH"
new organization for Methodist meet at the Methodist Church in
BURNED UP IN BROOKLYN
GENE KNIGHT
Mrs.
by
women and an address
the Hale Chapel at 10:00 a.m.
DEAR BURNED: No. When one invites a single adult
Rev.
The
be
will
speaker
[widow, widower, divorcee, etc.! to a large affair, a
flanb larger;
PHONE 7S340311
Charles Moffett. All women are
thoughtful gesture would be to Indicate that an escort for
whichthe-avent
attend
to
--urged
partneri-would be welcome. If the partner happens to be an
is sponsored by the Church
adult offspring. fine. But grown children shouldn't be autoWomen United.
matically invited just because they are still living at home.
Saturday, March 4
If they are wanted, they should receive separate invitations,
The W.S.C.S. of Kirksey will
but they shouldn't be "shicppaiongs."
Watch for the country-city
have a rummage sale at the
effect-in boys' clothing for fall
a.m.
8:00
at
Hall
Legion
My
ABBY:
DEAR
boy friend has dark wavy hair which
of "72. The bolt, says the Boys'
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
be wears down to his shoulders. He's rather slight and has
A dessert aridird party will and Young Men's Apparel
cincluding Steam Bath and/or Massage,
delicate features, so it's not surprising that he gets mistakbe held for members of the Oaks Manufacturing Association, is
en for a girl a lot. He doesn't like to be mistaken for a girt
Country Club at 7:30 p.m. handsome, not tricky; more
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rites
so I suggested he cut his hair a little, but he doesn't want
Members are urged to come tailored. The two-button,
sat-k-ilhaptid
to. Anything else he can do?
DANNY'S GIRL
Now Availabk"thru April
and bring a dessert. For in- sing1e-hreanla —
but not extreme, still has wide
call Mr. and Mrs.
formation
DEAR GIRL: He could grow • mustache.
lapels. The choice of acEXTRA"BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75
A.R. Hatcher 753-9517, Mr. and cessories gives it either the
Mrs. J.P. Parker 753-2923, or country or the city look. Many
DEAR ABBY: We have friends who have an only child,
Mr. and Mrs. David Thompson
will have matching vests.
eight years old. He was born long after the parents had
753-5036.
given up all hope of ever having a child. (I mention this
only so you will know why they dote on him.] This boy has
i.91111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111 lIMM111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111%,
Mrs. David J. Cathcart
never known discipline, so he is spoiled rotten. He is excepDavid J. Cathcart, a former
tionally bright, so his parents hang on his every word and
member of . the Women's
permit him to dominate every adult conversation.
Division and at one time
Worse yet, this child is never left home! Even on New
president of the Southeastern
§
Year's Eve his parents dragged him to an adult party! This
Jurisdiction. Mrs. Cathcart will
kid was allowed to stay up until the party ended at 2:30
be introduced by Mrs. Lamb.
a. m.
'Mu
Robertson,
Carl
Mrs.
Our problem: A club to which we belong is planning a
president of the host society,
charter flight to Europe this summer, and these friends
will extend the welcome, and
have signed up WITH the boy included. This is not a family
Rev. W.H. Harpole, host
type trip, Abby. Nobody else is taking a child. We all agree
minister, wilt lead.the inviting
that this kid is a pain in the neck. But who should tell the
meditation. A short skit will be
parents?
ANONYMOUS PLEASE
presented by officers of the
district. Special music will be
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Why should =ram "tell" Win?
Now that it's become obvious that "the kid" goes every-'A- ,iwovicied by Charles Bangeau of
Paris.
where with Mamma and Papa, those of you who do not care
Mrs. Cathcart, a native of
for the ...arrangement should absent yourselves from their
Florida, is currently serving as
eompany.
the Women's Division staff
located in the NaShville region.
receive
DEAR ABBY: Around October, we begin to
Prior to this assignment, she
personalized key chains, boxes of soap, assorted special
served as the special assistant
occasion cards and a variety of other items we have not
to the president of Paine
ordered. All of them are supposedly sold for the benefit of
College, August, Ga. Her
the handicapped or underprivileged, and it may be legitihusband is a Methodist minister
mate, but there is a limit to how far we can go in our
in Florida.
giving.
Just before Christmas, we get boxes of Christmas
cards. Some of them are quite lovely, but we prefer to
Home Opened For
select our own cards.
ssoAbby, what is one expected to do with these things' I
Members Of Tau
know we are not legally obligated to pay for anything we
did not order, and don't think I should have to spend my
Phi Lambda Here
time and money to rewrap and mail back these things.
I just can't throw them into the fireplace. My Scotch
Mrs. Jean Richerson opened
instincts rebel against such waste And I surely cannot use
her home on Parklane Drive to
them. I would feel guilty.
the members of the Omicron
MRS. J. P.
So what do you suggest?
Alpha chapter of the Tau Phi
Lambda sorority on Tuesday
DEAR MRS. J. P.: Give them to needy people who can
evening. February 22.
use them. Then send a postcard to the organizations that
sent them to you, telling them how you have disposed of
The president, Mrs. Jeanie
their merchandise, and requesting that your name be reLamb, called the meeting to
moved from their mailing list. !And if they send you more
order and dispensed with the
stuff, repeat the procedure.
opening ceremony. The roll was
called and minutes were read
What's your problem! You'll feel better If you get it off
by Mrs. Cynthia Hart. Mrs.
your chest. Write to ABBY. Bo: 61700, Los Angeks, Cal.
Lamb appointed chairmen and
MOO. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
members to several comenvelope.
mittees and then called for old
and new business. Mrs. Jo Hale
reminded the group that they
New Organization
would bowl at Corvette Lane on
March 14 at 7:00 p.m. pvi asked
Is Proposed For
that each member wishing to
bowl on that night call her by
March 12.
Methodist Women
Dixessioe was held on
A new organization for several items of new business,
Methodist women has been including the spring rush party
proposed by the United programs for the new year and
11111 11111 11111111 11111 111111111 II 1111111111 II 1111 I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Methodist Women's Division money-making projects. A
'I
scrapbook planning committee
and will be considered by the
General Conference of the was also appointed and asked to
church when it meets in Atlanta bring ideas for the sorority
CAPTURE IT ALLI
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ell
scrapbook to the next meetini.,
in April.
From the first rap of light,
Mrs. Lamb then presented
This one day is alive.
If approved by the governing
Mrs.
Glenda Smith with a silve:
This one day is so full,
body of the church, the
You should capture it all.
organization would succeed the chip and dip set in appreciatior
of her,service to the sorority m
present women's groups, the
For the photographic
Women's Society of Christian her capacity as President arid
record of your wedding,
the services of a qualiService and the Wesleyan Past-President for the year- fied professional photog1970 and 1971. Mrs. Smith,
Service Guild.
rapher are essential.
employee of Tidwell Paint an,i
Call us today, won't
"This is not a merger of the Floor Covering, is married m
you?
two organizations or an ab- Roy Smith. They have thirre
sorption of one by the other, but children and reside on Baba
something new and different," Road in Murray.
Mrs. Wayne Lamb of Paris,
After the meeting was 'ii
Memphis Conference
i ,:c
refershnientst
journed,
. said today.
President,
served by Mrs. Richerson !
Pllinning Committee of members and one guest, Mrs
A
twenty-four women from all Dorothy Watkins.
V-34otocita/24.9
parts of the United States háT
A salad supper will be held in
been appointed and is currently the home
118011 1100iitU
of Mrs. Jeanie Lamb
meeting to construct the
at 504 South 6th Street in
.:SlaaaLiiiiin9 in C0101
new
framework for the
•
Murray on Tuesday, March 29.
organization which will be
P110/18:
.at 6.30 p.m. Each member is
presented to the General
753-7360
requested to bring a salad eaConference. A name has not yet
this supper.
been chosen,

Should invitations
include children?

iintgbts *top

* OPENING SOON *
Shapemakers Health Club of Murray

NG
be here
be sued
• mpaign

Magazine Club Hears Mayor Ellis

Mrs. Cathcart Will

FkMILY DINNER.
Meat Loaf
Potatoes
'reetery Slaw
-•'--,-tetstrPreas
Chocolate Cookies
Beverage
CELERY SLAW
Low-calorie celery is teamed
with a super dressing.
3 cups thinly sliced celery
1/2 cup grated imedium-finei
carrot
1/3 cup salad oil
2 tablespoons red wine vinegar
I tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1/4 teaspoon paprika
1/2 cup commercial sour
cream
In a salad bowl mix together
the celery and carrots In a
small mixing bowl, with a
whisk. beat together the salad
oil, vinegar, sugar, salt, pepper
and paprika whisk in sour
cream. a little at a time, pour
over cetery and-carrots: toss
lightly. Makes 6 servings
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Look toward resort time
as a season of knits...with
the jackets going in all
directions...short and
long...sleeveless and
unlined...Staying
home?...Smart gals buy
their spring suits...NOW.
Taking a chance on
wearing any old dress to a
special occasion
is a
definite no-no.

The
HotPants
of
yesterday will find a
charming replacement in
MINI
the
dress....especially if it's
designed in gingham or
seersucker.. and features
a belt.
savvy
what
Know
is?...Ils knowing that a
chiffon dress is straight
of
pages
the
from
fashion....as good today as
it will be tomorrowl..and as
certainly as it was
yesterday.
Remember, fashion Is
your best SOCIAL security.
Kingsley sportswearblue or beige-100 per cent
Polyester-size 8-18 1-3 off
this week only-Littleton's.
the Happy Yellow Store
Is open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat.till 6:00 on Fri

Littleton

is

HAPPY YELLOW
STORE
MURRAY
DOWNTOWN

Phone 753-2962

Every Saturday at 2;00 _

ne day

like no other
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* Gift Certificates
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Littleton

The Happy Yellow Store
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Marquette-Actepis
Invitation To NCAA

Hazel PTC Wins Two
Of Last Four Games
area
The Hazel PTC, in
basketball play, has won two of
its last four games to Puryear
and Almo.
.The men's team has won over
both of its last opponents, and
the women's team has lost its
last two encounters.
Saturday night,- the women
fell to the Puryear PTA team by
tbe score of 51-33. Leading
scorer for the Hazel team was
Margaret Enoch with 31 points.
Linda Stanley added two poihts
for the Hazel team. Other
women playing On the Hazel
-teeth *ere Billie Dover, Polly
Hocks, Joyce Williams, Pat
Hutson, Jane Buchanon, Nancy
Rogers, Oneida White, Billie
Shelton, Marilyn Erwin.
The Hazel men downed the
Puryear men by the score of 8468. Roy Cothriiii was high man
for the winners with 24 points.
Verlyn Malcomb added 13 and
/ding _Mt n -12..Althe
- scorers were Walter Byars 8,
Bobby Stuhbliefield 2, John
White 6,Henry Hudson 1, James

D. Erwin 7, Kelsie Hooks 4,
Danny Pittman 0, Jerry White
1, Charles Stanley 6.
The women fell to the Almo
team Monday night by the score
of 25-20. Margaret Enoch was
again the leading scorer with 10
points. Other players were,
Billie_Dover 4, Polly Books
Oneida White 1, Linda Stanley 2,
and Ann Wilson 0.
The Hazel men demolished
their opponents from Almo 10862. Hal Miller was the high man
with 25 points in leading the
winners. Roy Cothran added 21,
and Verlyn -Nfalcomb and
James Erwin pitched in 15 each.
Other scorers were Jerry White
9, Bill Mauck 11, Charles
Stanley 2, Bobby Stubbleifled 4,
and Walter Byars 6.
Monday night, the Hazel
women's team will host the
Ciirrico's Girls team. Immediately following, the .men
on the A,stro•cair Wash
of the Murray Mens Industrial
League. Game time will be 7:00
at the Hazel gymnasium.

Goodrich Gives
Lakers Victory
Over Milwaukee
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The man who once wasn't
wanted now has the Los Angeles Lakers wanting for nothing.
Gail Goodrich, once dismissed in the expansion draft,
has been one of the National
Basketball Association's standout guards since coming back
to the team in a trade two seasons ago.
And Wednesday night, the dynamic, little player was a star
again with a field goal at the
four-second mark to give Los
Angeles a 109-108 victory over
the Milwaukee Bucks.
Goodrich's heroics came
shortly after Wilt Chamberlain
missed three straight free
throws with the Bucks ahead
108-107.
The third toss •rimmed the
-basket, Happy Hairston snared
the rebound and fed Goodrich,
who delivered the winning goal
from 15 feet out.
In the night's other NBA
games, it was: Boston 115,
Cleveland 106; Seattle 116, Detroit 102; Baltimore 95, Phoenix
90; Philadelphia 108, Buffalo 99
and Houston 108, Cincinnati 96.
Los Angeles had to wipe out
a five-point Milwaukee lead in
the last 95 seconds.
The Lakers fell behind 108-103
on a shot by Oscar Robertson.

Jerry West, who led the winners with 28 points, pulled the
Lakers within three on a field
goal.
Then Milwaukee's Lucius Allen missed two free Lipp's and
Hairston connected to narrow
'the deficit to 108-107.
, John Havlicek led a third-period explosion with 15'points to
help Boston win its fourth
straight game. The Celtics, who
led 63-47 at halftime, scored 39
points in the lieriod and {wiled
away to anlasy victory.
Spencer Haywood and playercoach Len Wilkens teamed to
give streaking Seattle its Ilth
victory in 12 games, lifting the
SuperSonics into second place
in the Pacific Division. Wilkens
4744itind -up-with 28- points and
Hayeted, 27.
Archie Clark scored 14 of his
20 points in the second half as
Baltimore rallied to defeat
Phoenix. The Bullets were
down 56-44 at halftime.
Bob ,Rule's 20 points led
Philadelphia's balanced scoring
attack. The center was one of
seven 76ers-in double figures.lloterr got 26-point performances from Elvin Hayes and
Stu Lantz. The Rockets outrebounded the smaller Royals,
65-45.

Cr

-

'72 ROAD RACER IN
STREET CLOTHES
DeveloperlfloriginallY

for

Yamahas GP cham-

pions, the newly designed 5-port engine of
the 80 G7S
makes this the most exciting
machine seen in years. AUTOLUBE, big fadefree brakes and Enduro styling lets you feel
the thrills of the race circuit, in street clothes.
PUT IT TO THE TEST!
only $38900

YAMAHA ,
It's a better machine

H&H Cycle Shop
816 Coldwater Rd.

Phone 753-8078

Police, Firemen
Win Cage Games
The Murray Police and Fire
Department won in City
basketball league action last
night over the J and S Oilers and
the Ward-Elkins teams.
The Police downed the Oilers
by the score of 42-32. The
firemen slipped by Ward-Elkins
45-41.
High scorer for the Policewas
Wilson with 12 points. Morris
added 10 and Maupin and Lee
chipped in 8 each. Harris added
4 toi round out the Policemen's
scoring.
Monk Stations took game
high-scoring honors with 15
Plitits. Oakley added 8 for Ine
Oilers and Dunn chipped in 4.
Baker and Hughes pitched in 3
and 2 points respectively.
Bury scored 16 to lead the
firemen, followed by Torian
with 15. Rutledge bucketed 4
and Gardner threw in 1 for the
winners.
For Ward-Elkins. Swift led
with 17 markers.
Crick

KANSAS CITY (AP) — MarSouthwestern Louisiana and
quette, the team Coach Al Marshall square off in the MidMcGuire says has "something west regional at New Mexico
extra to try to prove," heads State, Las Cruces. Hawaii
.- the list of the nine at-large bas- meets Big Sky Conference
ketball teams that accepted in- champ Weber State in the West
vitations Wednesday to the Na- regional at Idaho State, Pocational Collegiate Athletic A1180- tello.
elation's university division
The scramble for first-round
Playoffs.
positions remains wide open,
The fifth-ranked Warriors cel- but the regionals now appear to
ebrated their selection Wednes- shape up this way:
day night by downing Tubule,
east—Middle Atlantic Confer73-60. It was the 23rd victory in ence champion vs. South Caro24 starts for the Milwaukee- lina, at William and Mary;
_
•
bowed teant_
Southern Conference champ vs.
Rounding out the nine of 25 Villanova, at Princeton; Ivy
starting spots to be filled by at- League champ vs. Providence,
large clubs are South Carolina, at St. John's.
the nation's No. 8 team with a
Mideast—Mid-America Con20-4 record; No. 9 Marshall, 23- ference winner vs. Marquette,
2; No. 10 Florida State, 23-4; at Tennessee;-Ohio Valley ConNo. 11 Southwest Louisiana, 22-- ference champ vs. Florida
3; No. 13 Houston, 194; No. 15 State, at Tennessee.
Hawaii, 24-2; Providence, 17-5,
Midwest—Southwestern Louiand Villanova, 18-6.
siana vs. Marshall; Southwest
Marqaette &ad been rated Moirefeite
—cliaitMlartri:TIN&
I
.
and was considered
tee,21 New botexke.
t--Other scorers- were-Funk- 1,
strotig title threat not long ago. West—Weber State vs. Linn 2, Hooper 2, McAllon 2,
But then the Warriors' star Hawaii; California State-Long and Butterworth 2.
center, 6-11 junior Jim Chones, Beach vi. Brigham Young, at
4041,
y signed a professional Idaho State.
contract with the New York
Automatically qualifying, for Murray Middle School
Nets of the American Basket- regional championship tournaball Association.
ments are the titlists of seven Intramural Cage Scores
McGuire, however, is not more
cud==ices—Atlantic
about to discount the Warriors' Coast, Big Eight, Big Ten, MisGirls 1, 4, Girls 7, 4
chances,
semi Valley, Pacific Eight,
Bucks 18, Trailblazers 17
"I feel as good or better -Southeast and West Coast.
Bullets 17, ..•nper.oncz 15
about this one than the last
one," he said of his team.
"There's something extra to try
to prove here, I think the ball
players will pick up the slack.
"It'll be interesting to be underdogs for a change."
In
pairings announced
Wednesday by the NCAA, only
From A Nationally Known
three of the at-large entries
know their opponents for the
Manufacturer
first round beginning March 11.
Marcelous Starks (55) has this attempt knocked away by Western's Chuck Witt in last Saturday's Regional championships follow
game at Western. The Racers just missed a comeback win 73-68. They went on to beat Middle Mon- March 16-18, and the finals tmfold in Los Angeles March 23day,and will play Austin Peay in their last game Saturday.
25.
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Tennessee
State Close
To Eau Claire

Louisville To
Meet Memphis

Roche Sparks Nets
Win Over Virginia

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Eau Claire retained its lead
in The . Associated Press' college division basketball poll released today—but just barely.
Eau Claire, 21-1, received six
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP —
first-place votes and total of
230 points to keep the top spot "You learn to live viith things,"
in rankings by a nationwide said John Roche, who proved it
.scoring 19
panel, of sports • writers... and Wednesday night by,
points in the fourth quarter and
broadcasters.
But No. 2 Tennessee State," providing the spark the New
which was 47 points back of the York Nets needed to defeat the
leader last week, surged to Virginia Squires in American
within six points of the top spot Basketball Association play,
with three first place votes and 114-111.
224 points. The Tigers won both
What Roche has had to live,
their games last week to boost with is the knowledge his father
their season mark to 17-1.
lies gravely ill in New York's
Far back in third plaie in Veteran's Hospital after sufferthis week's poll, the next-to-last ing a stroke two weeks ago. He
of the season, was Louisiana admits it affected his play durTech with 142 points and one ing that time, but says he's
first place vote. The next three learned to put things in perteams all clim&ect One notch spective.
from last week—Eastern Mich"It takes a while for' it to
igan to No. 4, Alabama State
sink
in," he admitted. .'It
No. 5 and Stephen F. Austin
seemed unimportant when I
No. 6.
_ •
Cheyney State, fourth in last missed a jump shot, when you
week's rankings, lost one of its think about the fact you're fathree games through Saturday ther is lying sick in bed in a
and dropped down to the sev- hospital. While he's still graventh spot. Akron, which had ely ill, youlearn to accept it .''
Virginia never trailed in the
been No. 8, dropped one of two
starts and slipped out of the first half, leading by as much
as 11 points before going into
Top Ten.
The No. 8 spot went to West- intermission with a 53-48 marern Washington and No. 9 to gin. The game see-sawed back
Evansville, each up one place and forth in the third period,
from last week...Kentucky State the Nets taking a 77-76 edge
climbed into the final spot in into the final quarter.
Roche put New York ahead
the Top Teri.
to stay 88-86 with a juniper
The Top Ten teams in The with 7:42 to go. The Nets
Associated Press college divi- moved ahead by as much as
sion basketball poll with first eight, 109-101, but Virginia
place votes in parentheses, closed to 113-111 with six secwon-lost records through games onds to play. Then Bill Melof Sat. Feb. 26 and total points chionni sank a free throw with
on a basis of 20 for first, 18 for four seconds to go, and Bernie
second, 16-14-12-10-9-8, etc.:
Williams' missed a three-point
1. Eau Claire t 61 21-1 230 attempt to tie at the buzzer
Rick Barry (if New York led
2. Tenn. St. 13i
17-1 224
3. La. Tech t ii
21-3 142 all scorers with 37 points. Mel4. East. Mich. I it 21-4 132 chionni netted 24 ari?i Roche 23
5. Ala. St.
l•-22-2 130 for New York, Charlie Scott
6. S.F. Austin
23-2 109 netted 30 and rookie Julius Er7. C'heyney St.
21-3 108 ving added 22 for the Squirvs.
In other ABA games, Indiana
8. West. Wash,
22-2 103
9. Evansville
20-5
82 defeated Utah 111-98, Kentucky
10. Ky. St.
19-5
58 clipped Carolina 134-125, Dallas
whipped Memphis 125-86 and
Denver beat the Floridians 138125.
Browns Sign Sims
Indiana outscored Utah 16-2
-t-4..F.VELAN D
The during.one stretch of thefourth
Cleveland Browns signed their quarter to come from
behind
third draft choice, Lester Sims, and beat tip
Pacers. The
Wednesday Sinus, an Alabama feat ended Utah's 10-game delimState standoqt, is a defensive ning streak,
but left the Stars
with a 9,2 g-atne lead AviT the

Pacers in the ABA's West Division.
Artis Gilmore, Kentucky's 7-2
rookie center from Jacksonville, poured in a careerigh 41
points to pace the Colonels. Gilmore hit 16 of 19 field goal attempts and also hauled in 20
rebounds. Stew Johnson and
Wendell Ladner scored 25
apiece for Carolina.
Dallas raced to a 60-39 halftime lead over Memphis, then
cleared their bench in the second half. Donnie Freeman
topped Dallas with 30 points,
while Johnny Neumann led
Memphis with 19.
Denver outscored the Floridians 27-10 in the last 81
/
2 minutes. Ralph Simpson led Denver with 28 points, but Mack
Calvin took game honors for
the Floridians with 31.

University of Louisville coach
Denny Crum thinks the pressure will be on Memphis State
tonight when the Cardinals
travel to Tennessee for a Missouri Valley Conference match.
U of L is 11-1 in the MVC, to
Meinphis' 10-2.
"They have to 'win to have a
chance to beat us in the playoff," Crum said. "By the same
token, we don't want to play
them in the playoff unless"we
hartto,"
Second-ranked U of L must
defeat Memphis State tonight to
take the MVC championship—
and the NCAA Midwest Regional semifinals berth that goes
with it. If Louisville wins
tonight, the teams avoid a Feb.
11 title playoff with Memphis.
To win, the Cardinals must
reverse their only homecourt
defeat this season, Feb. 2, when
Memphis State snapped U of
L's 15-game winning streak,
with a 77-69 victory at Freedom
Hall.
In other Kentucky college
basketball action tonight, Bellarmine visits Transylvania and
Georgetown is at Kentucky
State.
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SUITS
and

Sport Coats

/
1 2 PRICE

1,1
Hic

Every one as new in styles,
patterns & shades as tomorrow.
master charge
,•Te••••.

Yes! Some have a slight imperfection! The labels are
out, for obvious reasons, but you'll recognize these
well-made, expertly tailored suits from one of
America's Nationally Known and Advertised clothing
makers.

20
JOE LOOKOFSKY
MEN'S WEAR
DEPENDABLE SINCE 1912
120 So. 6th St
Mayfield, Ky.

OT1

CARDI

GLASS

FANC'
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REOPENING 1!
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Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
Open 7 Day,a Week
Mon - Sat 4:00 P. M. - 9:00 P. M.
Sunday 11:30 A. M. • 8:30 P. M.
Him
A

L2 Mile West of KenLake State Park, ,
Hwy. 68 & 80

A
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By ALEX SACI1ARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
."Ok9Y. leta go all You
fielders and outfielders-all two
of us," joked shortstop Mark
Belanger as the Baltimore Orioles held what was supposed to
be their first full-squad workout
at Miami Wednesday.
Belanger was joking about
_lhe pouriiy of_players.4n-the
training camp of the American
r League champion Orioles, who
held their first workout without
six regulars, a miziOr league
star and a 20-game winning
pitcher.
Frank Cashen Baltimore's
new general manager, said it
would take about $500,000 to
bring those eight players-Boog
'Pvweit, Dave Johnson, Brodie;
Bubinsoir; t'iiu'l Blair,1on-1311ford, Mery Ftettemnund, Bobby
Grich and Mike Cuellar-into
the fold.
He spent a large chunk of
that half-million; about $110,000,
to sign Robinson Tuesday, but
the veteran third baseman was
not in camp for - the opening
workout. The seven others reMain unsigned.

Why so many holdouts at Bid,
timore? Some factors are the
presence of-agents-to help players in their negotiations, the departure of Frank Robinson and
his $130,000 salary and the presence of Cashen, in his First negotiation season since taking
over from Harry Dalton as general manager.
-Winning - the - --AmertestiLeague pennant the past three
seasons has had its effect, too.
In the National League, one
team with a major holt:Witt
problem is the St. Louis Cardinals. Seven players are missing, including pitchers Jerry
Reuss and Santiago Guzman,
outfielder Matty Alou, catcher
hay.
yedi Sizitiglrincs,a0,4
-man---_Joe UM. the National
League's Most Valuable Player
last season.
Elsewhere, the Montreal
Expos were still without two of
their top veterans, pitcher Carl
Morton' and outfielder Rusty
Staub. Morton was in camp in
West_ Palm Beach, Staub. was
out of camp in Houston-but
_
both_werktnisignetkWillie Montanez runnerup for
National League rookie-of-theGary Lane To Retire
year honors last season, was
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Gary still unsigned by tha
Lane, quarterback with MisPhillies. He says he's
souri University and the Green going to bring an agent to
Bay Packers, said Wednesday camp fd-- help negotiate with
he wes retiring in order to en- general manager John Quinn.
ter private business.
On the other hand, outfielder
Lane, 29, was drafted by Rick Reichardt signed with the
Cleveland. He was the property Chicago 'White- Sox, outfielder
of the New York Giants and Bernie Carbo came to terms"
Los Angeles before going to the with Cincinnati and Atlanta
Canadian League. His chores signed third baseman Darrell
last year at Green Bay con- Evans and outfielder Dusty
sisted mainly of scouting.
Baker.

Ibe Optimist IMernaticinal Zone 11 Baskethall champion-are-Oen to right) Bill Neely, whiner of
the 13 year-old from Mayfield; Raymond Sims 12 year-old whiner from Murray, David Wyatt, 11
year-old winner from Mayfield; Wes Mills, 10 year-old winner from Mayfield; Howie Crittenden, 9
year-old winner, from Murray, and Den Hargrove,8 year-old whiner from Murray. The boys competed in passing, dribbling, and shooting skills. The winners were chesen at Murray 814ate_Vninrstty.Othek teams
as
red
Padikah0*ensboro,Hopidnsville,and Beaver Dam.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

Competition Close
In Atlantic League

BOWLING
STANDINGS
MAGIC TRI
Bowling League

4 Grocery
6618
. By KEN RAPPOPORT - - in overtime carried Maryland _Johnson
Ezell Beauty
27
57
Associate* Press Sports Writer over Wake Forest after
_ _50
/
1
2 331a
1
2
1
2 35/
While some of the country's Deacons had tied the game in Murray Insurance , 48/
BooneS
43
41
college basketball teams have regulation on a last-second shot Murray Muffler
391/2 44/
1
2
secured P• ostseason tournament by Pat Kelly'.
Owen Food Market
39
45
Bank
of
Murray
35
49
berths, they're still knocking
"It looked like we didn't want Jerry's Restaurant
25/
1
2 59/
1
2
each other around in the Atlan- to win,': said Maryland Coach Kroger
High
Team
Game
e
(SC)
"
767
16
tic Coast Conference.
Lefty Driesell. "We tried to Ezell
School
- And the "
,betond season" give it away with stupid, funds---- --,tonason's
Grocery
hasn't even started down there mental mistakes at theend. We Ezell Beauty School
Team Game (1.1C) 713951
yet.
played better in overtime, but Ezell High
Beauty Scheel
- Maryland's ligh-ratthed-Ter- it should never havergone
_13ankof Murray
.
945
71
Ezell Beauty School
29
16
413
2
rapins took a 64-56 overtime overtime."
High Team series (SC)
triumph over Wake Forest
Bodell, who made nine of 11 Ezell Beauty School
n's Grocery
Wednesday night and squeezed free throws in the game, sank JNohi.inscoA
closer to the leaders in the six straight from the foul line
High Team Series (HC)21851595
'
three-team race.
2781
in -the -final-4w° minutes to Bank of Murray
But even if Maryland hap- clinch Maryland's hard-earned Ezell Beauty School
Johnson's Grocery
pens to overtake co-leaders triumph.
High Ind. Game (SC) 22772974
North Carolina and Virginia by
South Carolina shot 59 per Debbie Nance
Marilyn
P
*the end ef- the -regular season cent--frm_o_the floor, dispelling
lou
Saturday, there's still the play- any doubts by Coach Frank
ar
Hingeh
Game (1.1
- C1
'
1189°972
offs to be'considered. The win- McGuire that his Gamecocks Debbie Nance
Flit
Lou
ner of that meat grinder, start: Might be nervous after the Ruth°=41
ing March 9, comes out with NCAA bid.
High Ind. Series (SC) 2322278
502
arlyt.„,,
n Pa7lastt.
7
Uis conference title and a berth
"1 told my team before the riM
484
Wanda Nance
kthe liCAA.tournament.
game not to be bothered about Debbie Nance
South-Carolina,a team whiCh theNCAZA Sid,-jasit-go ()lit there Debt& Nance Series
6
47
79
1
knows all about those fierce and play relaxed," said Lou Darnell
609
Marilyn Parks
586
ACC playoffs, cut loose from McGuire.
Phone 236-2138
H
Hickman, Ky.
the league this year and is en"We were unable Sri contain Marilyn Parks Averages
160
joying new-found prosperity be- Kevin Joyce," said Creighton Bobbie Garrison
157
Wanda
Nance
154
cause of it.
Coach Eddie Sutton.
Mildred Hodge
152
The eighth-ranked GameJoyce, the star South Caro- LaVaughn La1mer
152
Betty
Dixon
148
cocks, 81-64 victors,- over lina guard, scored a game-high
Cr.ei&ton____WeAnegrisiy _wok_ 22 points.,
THURSDAY COUPLES
were invited to the NCAA tourWeek of 2-24-72
Allie McGuire, who gave the
Bowling Loaoue
-ney without hieing to-taai thr---Mtiettiette -Vittiffiere--an -early
W
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Team
mad ACC merry-go-round.'
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65,
30
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40
73-65
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Providence,
over
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Four
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12-6 p.m. Saturday
4
St. John's, N.Y., and Villanova,
Marvin Barnes scored 24 B's and C's
2;6 ,Suastay
a 78-75 victor over Notre Dame, points and grabbed 12 rebounds Up's and Down's
45
45
were other independent powers for Providence; Chris Ford Alley Cats
--I
is
chosen as at-large entries for scored 31 to lead Villanova: Demons
Reapers
the national tourney.
53
Dennis DuVal tossed in 29 for Rockets
43
53
The other teams selected for Syracuse and Frank Russell led Strikers
43
69
Bunnys
On!
the NCAA were idle Wednes- Detroit's victory with 20.
42
Wild Ones
54
40
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Strikes
day-No. 9 Marshall; No. 10
39'z 52')
Road Runners
Florida State; No. 11 South76
The Beginners
70
western Louisiana; No. 13 Kazuyoshi To Retire
High Team Game (SC)
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789
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Houston and No. 15 Hawaii.
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Night
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tion Wednesday night. Syracuse he has decided to retire from Reapers
834
ring because he had passed
High Team series (SC)
Reg. '1.50
Now 2/$1 topped Niagara 87-79 in a battle the
2042
Night Owls
involving two tourney-bound his peak.
1991
In his last appearance on Red Birds
teams. The other selections
1946
Demons
Kanazawa.
Feb.
13
in
Mexico,
Reg. $3 55 pr. Choice
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were St. John's, Fordham and
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r. Jacksonville.
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AssociOwls
25, the World Boxing
2366
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in a match involving two NIT
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Fish Food

CARDINALS
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GLASS CATFISH

FANCY GUPPIES
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MANY MORE SPECIALS!

You Are Cordially invited By
The Directors, Officers and Staff Of

DEES BANK OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY
To Attend An

OPEN HOUSE
7'

Of Their New Bank.Building
in.liazel, Kentucky

'ark,

March J1, 1972

9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m
• dk.

Patsy Neale
Burlene Brewer
Martha White
High Ind. Game (NC)
IC. Hargrove.
Terry Lax
Clint Lawson
Patsy Neale
Martha White
Burnette FurgsOn
High Ind. Series (SC)
T. C. Hargrove
Carl Ellis
Norm Chancey
Patsy Neale
Bobbie Garrison
Jean Butterworth
High Ind. Series (HC)
T. C. Hargrove
Carl Ellis
Terry Lax
Patsy Neale
Jean Butterworth
Burnette FurosOn
High Averages
Jim Neale
Dan Jones
T. C. Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
Norm Chancey
Delmer Brewer
Bobbie Garrison
Mary Smith
Patsy Neale
Betty enron
Judy Parker
Joan Chantey

Murray State will play six of its ten football games at home next
season, Coach Bill Furgerson has announced.
ELIZABETHTON, Ky:(AP)
The Racers will open with Western Carolina, Sept.9 at Murray;
- Any playoff in the Ohio Valthen play Tennessee Tech and Morebead on the road; U-T Martin,
ley Conference basketball race
Tennessee, and East Tennessee at Murray; Eastern
will be next week in the 7,000- Middle
Kentucky and Austin Peay on the road, and Evansville and
seat .Frankfort,_ _Ky., Sports Western Kentucky at Murray. Center-home of Kentucky
The East Tennessee game,Oct. 21, will be Homecoming.
State University.
The first five games will be played at night, the last five in the
A three-way playoff would be
afternoon.
next Tuesday and Wednesday
The complete schedule follows:
and a two-way playoff would be
Murray
Western Carolina
Sept. 9
next Wednesday.
Cookeville,
Tenn.
Tech
Tennessee
Sept.
23
If there's a- three-way tie,
Merehead
Morehead
Western Kentucky will play Sept. 30
Murray
- "Ar-TMartin
Morehead Tuesday and Eastern Oct. 7
Murray
Tennessee
Middle
14
Oct.
Kentucky will meet the winner
Murray
East Tenn.( Homecoming )
Wednesday. Any two-way play- Oct.21
Richmond
Eastern Kentucky
off could involve only Eastern Oct.28
Clarksville, Term.
Austin Peay
Nov.4and Morehead.
Murray
Evansville
OVC Commissioner
Art Nov.11
Murray
Western Kentucky
Guepe and athletic directors of Nov.18
the three Schools met in Elizabethten to determine what to do
if a playoff is necessary.
-Thiterzi
Thu Combs, draw* first;
reached into a hat and drew a
bye.
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla- ua-is a budding- Simer-Star in
A three-way-tie will develop
if Eastern beats Morehead eat- ( AP)- Ralph Houk, the man- outfielder Bobby Murcer, conurday in Richmond and West- ager of the New York Yankees, sistent hitting from Roy White,
ern Kentucky defeats Middle is thinking pennantagain.
improvement through maturity
But, then, Ralph Houk has • of first baseman Ron BlomTennesee in Bowling Green.
Morehead currently is 9-4 and been thinking pennant now i Uerg, a turnabout by .211-hathrough a-- slit-year drought. ting catcher Thurman Munson
Eastern and western 8-5.
. If Morehead beats Eastern, Rarely a realist, always an op. and effective pitching.
the Eagles will win the title timist, Houk bases his_attito,t.
The Yankees need strong
on his own personal axiom that pitching because there isn't
outright.
"if
you
don't
feel
you
have
the
If there is a tie, the record
that much hitting, despite laid
books will show that the tying men to.do ityou ought to get year's .311 with Z homers and
teams shared this year's con- out of a."
94 runs batted in by Murcer;
It's an admirable stance, but White's .292 average, and
ference title. The playoff merely is to determine the confer- it distorts the accuracy of the Blomberg's .372 average with
ence's entrant in the NCAA picture. For this Yankee team seven homers in 64 games after
Mideast Ftegionallitarch 11 in seems to have as much chance promotion from Syracuse.
of overtaking the Baltimore
Knoxville, Tenn.
Murcer and White hold two of
-Otherleams hi the regional ; Orioles in American League the outfield positions with ..the
will be Marquette, Florida East as Shirley Chisholm has of line-forming for the other. The
State and the champion of the being elected President.
•
candidates include Felipe Alba,
The Orioles are too strong; Ron Swoboda, Callison and
Mid-American Conference. The
winner will advance to the the Yankees plagued by too Rusty Tbrres, a .290 hitter with
Mideast Regional Second many question-a
_._ But 19 homers at Syracuse.
Round in Dayton, Ohio;' March there is H
s
.
Blomberg gets the first shot
There is Houk's hope that re- at first base, Horace Clarke is
16-18.
In the OVC's 23-history, there lief pitchers Lindy McDaniel the incumbent second baseman,
have been five playoffs. The and Jack Aker, who saved 45 Gene -Michaels is the holdover
last was in 1969, when Murray games in 1970 but only eight at short and McKinney, a .271
last year, will bounce back.
beat Morehead 94-76.
hitter with eight homers, the
There is Honk's hope that the new third baseman.
trade in which the Yankees
That leaves the pitching, with
sent pitcher Stan 13ahnsen to Stottlemyre and
Peterson esthe Chicago White Sox for third
tablished b*_era -Kehiehbaseman- Rich McKinney- will and Kline still providing themgive the club more hitting.
selves and guys like Hinton,
There is Houk's hope that Magnuson
and Alan Closter,
new faces such as outfielder
promoted from Syracuse last
Johnny Callison, infielders Hal year, looking for
spots.
Lanier and Bernie Allen and
They are, of course, available
pitchers'Rich Hinton and Jim
2-Lone Oak 70, Ballard Me- Magnuson will make contribu- for bullpen duty if McDaniel
and Aker falter again. But
morial 65
„
-Honk doesn't expect that.
3-Syrnsonia 84, Fancy Farm 69
There is Hook's hope that the
r.,...
_ . bullpen .didn't „do the
-5--Larnn Ca. 82, Livingston Co. 65 -starting; Mir of Mel -Stott- ....."The
jolk,and
that
killed-Us"
last
6-Webster Co. 65, Providence 51 lemyre, Fritz Peterson, Mike
year, said Houk.
7-Earlington 64, Dawson Sprs. Kekich and Steve Kline will
It left the Yankees with an
57
more than make up for the de- 82-80 record, just above .500,
9-Whitesville Trinity 76, Sacra- parture of Batmen.
And it's hard to. conceive of
mento 74
But it is just that-hope.
them making the jump from
10-Central City 80, Bremen 76
What the Yankees can count that
plateau to a pennant, even
12-Clarkson 82, Edmonson Co.
if the bullpen does bounce-back,.
71

Yankees Still Looking
For Pennant This Year

t

•

Team

Highest Prices

its

Fergerson Announces '7
Murray Football Schedule

719
194
189

241
237
236
249
238
237
616
575
556
540
492
495
66)
639
631
630
617
Cl,,
199
191
179
179
178
1,3
161
159
15;
150
149
145

WON 28 YEARS AGO'
MIAMI (Al') - Frank Cat
rone, who trams horses for the
Ada L. Rice stable
ilialeah
Pa
'rkwon the 1952 'Widener
here when he rode Spartan Valor le victory

1

District
Tournament
Cage Scores

Alex Weber
Files Suit
Against ABC

1 -Glasgow 61, Allen Co. 52
16-Metcalfe Co. 67, Clinton Co.
62
17-Elizabethtown 56, E. Hardin
43
20-Taylor Co. 63, Marion Co. 59
28-Ballard 67, Eastern 50
32-Scott Co. 79, Owen Co. 46
NEW YORK AP - New
33-Conner 76, Simon -Kenton 62
York Giants Coach Alex Web34-Covington Holmes 84, Ludlow
ster filed a $1.5-million damage
48
suit Wednesday against the
35-Newport Catholic 78,. BelleAmerican Broadcasting Co. and
vue-42
sportscasters Jim Bouton and
36-Ft. Thomas Highlands 80,
Sal Marchiano over a "silent"
Bishop Brossard 56
last
37-Bourbon Co. 63, Nicholas Co. televised interview late
season'
The complaint charges that
39-Mason (1). 98, Fleming Co:
the taped interview, shown
63
Dec. 14, 1971 on the network's
42-Jessamine Co. 74, Burgin 57
New York station,,WABC, im46-Waynesburg Memorial 67,
plies iKat Webster "willfully
Crab Orchard 43
evaded answering a fair ques47-McCreary Co. 80, Pine Knot
tion or questions, that his an51
swers were meaningless,. that
48-Eubank 76, Nancy 63
he was a dullard and a stupid
person..." and that it "made a
District Tournaments
mockery of him."
49-Brodhead 76, Oneida 53
Bouton, a former New York
Annville 56, Mt Vernon 45
Yankee pitcher who authored
50-Whitley 72, Williamsburg 60
the controversial book "Ball
51-Middlesboro 55, Bell Co. 49
Four," introduced the 20-second
52-4'umberland 69, Cawood 32
tape by calling the National
54-Boyd Co. 76, Catlettsburg 43
Football League club's coach
I katherwood 61, Buckhorn 56
"a nice guy. He may not be a
55-Cordia 79, Jackson 71
56-Lee Co. 82, Hazel Green great coach but he's a nice
guy. The thing I like about Alex
.Ncadetny 66
is that he's always willing to
57-.1elinsori Central 88, Louisa
answer questions, although
64
sometimes his answers are evaInisz 68, Paintsville 59
sive. Like today, we asked Alex
58-Martin 74, Prestonsburg 72
why the Giants were having
Alaylown 76, Garrelt 62
problems this year."
14-Greenup
Wurtland 55
The _tape W1A' then run *Minot a sound track, showing.
Bogs To Meet Dale
Webster just moving his lips.
At . its tronclusion, Boulon
COPENHAGEN (API Den- added: "i guess Alex doesn't
niark's former European mid- knor either:"
Torn Bogs
_said_ _her. .bad sent
takes in Roy Dale of Cincinnati Marchidno to Van-key Stadium
tonight in a schedaled 10-round to interliew Webster but that,
(Olt. The Dane has been prom- after watching the 'tape, felt it
ised a crack it Krgentine world was of little use.
champion Carlos M
-"Ittrii* still better than the
crown.
actual interview," BoutonSaid.
•••••..

NIT Picks Four
Tourney Teams
NEW YORK (-AP)- The last,
tune-and first time-that
Jacksonville played a basket:.•
ball game in Madison Square
Garden, it set the collegiate
record for single-game scoring.
...
by a team.
The next time the Dolphins
invade the Garden, they'll be
shooting for bigger game in a
series of games-the championship in their debut at the National Invitational Tournament.
The Redmen of St. John's,
N.Y., already own two records-------in the NIT-the most appearances, 20, and most titles, four.
Jacksonville, St. John's,
Fordhain, Syracuse and Niagara were named Wednesday by
Ben Carnevale. president of the
NIT Selection Committee, the
first five entries to be chosen in '
Me 16-team, March 17-25 event.
At least 19 otfier teams are
still in the running for the remaining 11 berths. Most of
them will be decided by the final standings of several collegiate conferences--but those
winners won't be the ones at
the NIT.
The top teams will be en
route to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association champinnslnps. The runnersup, along
with a number of independents
such as New Mexico, Oral'fibberts and Duquesne, will be the
ones to receive NIT bids.
Jacksonville, which bianhed
St. Peter's, N.J., 151-113 in that
record-wrecking Garden debut.
Is 17-6 with one game remaiti- ,
mg: Si John's is'IT-8 iThff
to go: Fordham is 16-8 with two
to play. ; Syracuse has a 19-5
mark -With hio left, and Niagara, 15-6, has one- more game
on the schedule.
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Say-Rite says Thank iou for making another Grand Opening

Ill

possible at Grant Plaza in Hopkinsville, Ky., and we are

ill
Ill
III

helping them celebrate by giving you these Specials.

111
HI
111
III
ill
HI
!I!
1111
III
Hil
III

III
III
III
111
111
HI
111
RAI ITN'S.

III

III

Hi

hi
Iti

• • •
Gillette
PLATINUM-PLUS Double Edge 5's

KOTEX

III

III
111
iii
III
HI

Sanitary Napkins

12's

L1STERINE

For The Smoothest
Shave of All!
Regular '1.00 Value

Mouthwash -

Toni
Perms

111

III
III

Special

III

In
III

BAYER

III
Iii

100 Tabs

111
lit

III
III

Regular '1.17
fiiIIIIVIIICENT

ALGISIC ALI•LVItNil TA4LIFTS

Alka-Seltzer

'2.29 Value

III

Iii

ALKA SELTZER
25
Tablets

Antacid Liquid

III
Iii

Regular
98' Value

!I!
III
III

RIGHT
GUARD

uspENs,oN

!I!
nr
III

deodorant

III

'1.09
Value tle new

Regular
1.69 Value

P!
III

KINDNE

III

Instant Ilairseffer by Claim!

II,

LOVING
CARE
.rc&ortot
IN SHADESELECTOR
PACKAGES!

Loving

III
111
ill

Care
Hair Color

Dia
HI
III

III

•
SAVE'
Regular $1899
Value

Carton of
Three Cubes
Regular '1.85
Value

Bring your film to SayRite for speedy developing
at Discount Prices!

BOWL
DEODORANT
Regular 25'
Value

DISH
CLOTHS
•

Value

The hairsetter that saves you
valuable time!

Center

IRONING
BOARD COVERS

9-9 Mon. thru Sat.

Values Up To '1.98

Sunday
. Phorre 753-8304
.••• es=
MN

IN

N!

Regular '2.00
Value

II

I!
II

II
II

0

.mmo
NM •
Mi • Mi
•I1 4= I=
am. en•*a a.a
.
• me ,a inna

.11

II

Bel Air Shopping

Regular 29' N

fui

All
Colors
and
Shades

meow assn. =1,m...ono
IN I MO MI I MI MI • In CI•e

mom awn.
17r.

Special!

II

LIGHT BULBS
6075100Watt

II

PRICE

ii

,__.
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I'm saving money

III

Ii
Ill
Iii

III

on -every prescription

HI
III
III

III
HI
III
III

III
III

Iii

and all My drug needs

Ill
III
III
III
III

III
Ill

..
Iii

since I started
buying from

hi
III
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Ill

;_f

ill
-.

IH

SAV-rite.

III

III
III

You can too!
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III
III

III
III
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.
Ii

Ill
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Ii

HI

II

III
Ill
III

II
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II

Your Pharmacist at SAV-rite is 0
a Specialist, Experienced and
Carefully Trained to Fill Your
Prescriptions Effectively and to
Advise You About
Your Health Needs - and Promptly

III

III

!I!
III

III

!I!
IH
III

HI
l

i
!
!
I
!
!
III

CHARLIE ADAMS and ADRIAN LIGON

Pharmacists at SAV-rite are at your service. Stop and visit
with them or Phone 753-8304 to have your prescriptions filled.

Iii
Ill

If You Are Not Buying Your
Prescriptions and Drug Needs

III

HI

!I!
III
Ill
III
III
UI

UI

At SAV-rite
You're Paying Too Much!!!

If You Are 60 Years Or Over (Or if you will be 60 this year)
You Can Get An EXTRA 10 Per Cent DISCOUNT In Addition To
Our Already Low, money-Saving Discount Prices!

HI
HI

III
UI
III
III

ICE

SAV-RITE DISCOUNT DRUG CENTER
I Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

SAV-rite buys the finest quality drugs in large quantities direct from leading
pharmaceutical firms to get the lowest possible prices and passes the savings on
to you . . . our huge volume of business makes this possible
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Our TOTAL DISCOUNT Prices Are
The Lowest In The Entire Area
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ATTENTION SENIOR CITIZENS! CHECK SAY-rite's
EXTRA DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTION PLAN!
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Washington will be
in bicentennial spotlight

Simmental Bull Is
Second In Kentucky

A purebred Simmental bull 1000 years ago. They have
WASHINGTON - Whether set a course for a city that too
The new plans for 1976 inhas been added to the herd of recently been brought into the
is president or not, Richard many view only in terms of clude a grand plaza only a
he
.Gordon Strong and Co. of United States (1968) and the
Nixon has decided on the focal politics and crime.
block from the White House,
Graves County. This is the outstanding animal at the
government," adjacent to the Treasury
point of America's 1976 Bicenseat
of
"The
second bull of this type in Strong farm was. purchased at
tennial Celebration.
he said,"can excel as an exem- Department; a "new town" of
lt_entuckyand one of onlytlyelve thallational Simmental Sale at.
It will be Washington:
-plary-liVing --city,-at the.same 4-,600-dwelling unite for varied
_
in the country.
Fort Worth, Texas recently for
Philadelphia, Boston, time the home of 750,000 local income families in Northeast
The Strong Farm islocated on $19,500. The top bulLat the sale
Niagara Falls, Miami, Denver residents excels as a gracious
Washington, a $90 million
/
2 miles brought $40,000. The young bull
Highway ..564 South, 11
and scores of other cities host to fellow citizens and for- convention and sports arena
Farmington.
south of
is 6/
1
2 months old and is 709
across the country will join in, eign visitors who may nurder center in the downtown area
Walter Lee Steely is herd- pounds at 205 day fidjusted
but it is the nation's capital that 40 million during 1976 alone." that will include new hotels,
sman for the 620-acre farm with weight.
has been picked to put a best
The President has called for shops, etc.; restoration of the
its 500 heard of cattle. Steely. The bull will be used in an
foot fOrward, to lead the way
historic old forts that ringed the
million building program
8150
a
said_tho Sinimental breet_ "upgrading program" at
into thc_t_hird_Ctidillof Amer_
--in-addition to plans already an- city_inCiscil.War days; special
originated in Switzerland some farms, according to Steely. The
ican life.
nounced for a new "federal tri- "inner city" development and
The President's decision hasbull has two other owners and
angle" of government agencies renewal projects for blighted
unfolded in . his recent mesthe three farms will use the bull
and massive replacement of neighborhoods; a network of
sages to Congress. The physi- poverty and riot-seared com- parking lots on the city's
natural, as well as offering
cal accomplishments he calls mercial and residential areas. fringe, keyed to subway tersemen. "There will be no
Murray State University president, Dr. Harry M.Sparks, left, and Col. Palmer A. Peterson, for will be substantial, even
purebred females available
Already under construction minals; a $40 million national
monumental in a city accusprofessor of military science at MSU, were welcomed as associate members of the Scabbard and
until next fall", Steely said.
is
a huge new Federal Bareau air and space museum for the
tomed to living shoulder to
While at the Ft. Worth sale, Blade Military Society at Murray State by BW Bryant,captain of the Murray company.
of Investigation headquarters Smithsonian Institution and
shoulder with monuments.
renovation of the Smithsonian's
Photo by Allen Cunningham
Steely said that twenty animals
But equally important and on Pennsylvania Avenue that old Arts and Industry Building •
A
the
weaned three-fourths heifer
set
the
tone
for
promises
to
„perhaps more ignifirani
a•zr-tg,
=Use
t
en
. -trr-aceorntnodote-exhibets-frcrft
calves averitiRlir,t10.
momentum toward home "KiIenue_ of the Pr
Philadelphia's 1876 centennial;
money order to pay your 1971
is
WashingAlso
under
way
"The public is 'welcome to
rug fpr the District of Columa
Bicentennial garden that is to
Federal income tal Robert J. come to the farm and see our
bia. 'Sen. Edward Brooke, Ft- Trilft -billiOn-Millar "Metro" bloom along Constitution AveFebruary 25, 1972
Dath,. District Director of In- operation and meet this Simbegin
subway
system
that
will
Pres4&
Mass., is urging
•,
- ADULTS 102
ternal Revenue for Kentucky, mental 'first in our area',"
'11Mited operations on July 4, nue from the Washington
Nixon to push passage at.
NURSERY 8'
Monument tq the Lincoln Mesaid today.
Steely said. ,
session of Congress. It would be 1974, and by 1980 will stretch morial; and conversion of UnNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
the
hinnels
beneath
city
as
far
- ',Unlike a cash payment, a
John Vaughn, Graves County
imagine
a
more
draion Station into a national
...
Baby Girl Osborn (Mrs. difficult to
check or money order gives you agent, said that the county is
matic Bicentennial gesture to away as the Maryland and Vir- visitors' center.
ginia suburbs.
a record of payment in case of indeed fortunate to have this
Murray State University membership is reserved for Connie Gail Osborn) Route 2, America's black people.
loss or mitaielivery.
president,Dr. Harry M,
M Sparks, persons who the members of the Mayfiekl,Baby Girl Page(Mrs.
Whether it's talked about or
type stock in the area.
Pointed
out
that
and
the
professor
of
military society fell have contributed to Rebecca Pager 500 Olive, not, the racial makeup of
Dath
Mr.
Murray.
-payment can
on-aWashington has been a major
-Selerlee- IVITUrarStaTe; Col. theditigstiffs success and goad
misplaced check or money
Palmer _A. Peterson, were standing
obstacle to true home rule for
Mr.
Paxton
Dean Smlth, the federal city. The capital's
and a qew payment made.
honored by members of
Their enlistment-came on the
Checks or money orders
Company "A",13th regiment of occasion of "Company A-13!,s Route 3, Mrs. Velda Mae population is now about 70 per
-Warren, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. cent black. Its school enrollihould be made payable to the
Communist China now has its the National Society of Scab- initiation of regular pledges
Internal Revenue Service. own 1,500-mph supersonic bard & Blade at the Holiday Inn froift,pniong 3rd and 4th year Ora Ona CrutCher, Route 2, mentis 96 to 97 per cent black.
Dover, Tenn., Mr. Hubert
Spurred on by the U.S.
Write your social security fighter, according to the last Wednesday.
R.O.TZ.scolets. Dr.Spartsand
Curtis Barnes, Route 7, Mr. Supreme Court school desegremunber on the check or money French Air Force magazine.
Members of the National Col. Pste ri were presented
Danny -Earl Carter, Wingo, gation decisions, the last 20
order and state .the exact
The aircraft, called F.9, • Honorary MiIItaiy Scoiety at with minitifarc swords and
purpose of the payment to help designed and built in China, M.S.U. elected Dr. Sparks and sheaths mounW on wooden Mrs. Eula Earlene Kilgore, years have seen a massive
assure your payment is will go into production at the Col. Peterson to associate replicas of the M ay State Route 3, Mrs. Robbie Lee flight of white to the Maryland
Thompson, Route 3-, Benton, and Virginia- suburbs. - -properly credited.
rate of 10 a month in April.
and
membership. Associate "Shield. The crossed b
Mrs. Dian B. Lofton and Baby
While Fairfax and Arlington
scabbard form part
Girl, Route 1, Renton, Mrs. counties in-Virginia an,d Mont
Scabbard & Blade _Societ
leter Leffler Box 28, Hazel, gomery and Prince Georges
emblem.
,Joseph Coy Thornton, Pins counties in Maryland have litThe Company's captain
Blutf• Shores, Hamlin, Mrs. erally exploded, Washington
(President), Bill Bryant, stated
, Janice Faye Cathey; Route 2, has been scarred by deterithat, "Company A-13 considers 5fr_payton gichpiskjnnpr,1235. orating neighborhoods, pockets
Sparks
it an lifiW to have
of povetr and mod Of all by
Peggy Ann Dr..,
and Col. Peterson on our rats as
the .still_viiiiht• blocks of
_
V.assiiciate inernbers."
burned-out buildings that remind passersby of the 1968 riots
Cadets initiated into active February 26, 1972
that followed-the assassination
Membership at the ceremony ADULTs 91
of the Rev. Martin Luther Ring
include:
NURSERY 9
James J. Bryant, Murray,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Home rule for the District of
Joe P. Combs, Grand Rivers,
Baby Boy Oakley (Mrs. JittlY
James A. Davis, Bentail._•10121 tileneOaldey). Route_ 3., Henke. _Columbia will not be easy. The
P. Dewitt, Marion, Ky., Alfral Baby Boy Haverkamp (Mrs. city's tax base has been-hard" H. Eckles, Hopkinsville, Gall' Marsha Faye Haverkamp), Box Mt by 20 years of change. SubL. Harris, Murray, James M. 303, Benton, Baby Boy Keller stantial federal subsidies are
inevitable.
Haqis, Murray, Charles W. (Mrs. Donna
Kay Keller),
The proposal of an elected
Henry, Murray, Howard D. Gatesborough Estates.
congressnan and- one or two
Hughes, Almo, Edward S.
DISMISSALS
senators for the capital also
Knight, Murray, James R.
Mrs. Carol Murphy Ferris, holds no early advantage for
Lantis, Hopkinsville, Richard Route 5, Box 2838, Mr. Edward President Nixon's Republican
L. Melton, Benton, Adrian L. Peyton Thomas, Box 101, Mr. Party. The district voting Pref-.
Miller, Mayfield, Michael. W. Jsunes-Rayes SheppardeRoute erenee- is - overwhelmingly
Morgan, Murray, George H. 1, Dexter, Mr. Leon Pershing Democratic.
Main at 7th St
-Murray, Ky.
753-7921
Smiley, Paducah,Tim C. Stark, smith, 1405 Cardinal, Mrs.
But the President has clearly
Wingo, Terry K. Yates, Fulton. Lucille Billington, Route 7, Box
335, Mrs. Nadean_loyce Smith,
Route 5, Mrs. Olivia Wells
Marshall, 1701 Audubon, Miss
Deborah Karen Darnell, Route
1, Box 224, Mr. Jackie Ray
Geurin, New Concord, Mrs.
Rozella Mary Starks,600 Broad,
Mr. Robertyerry Hornsby, 813
Olive, Mrs. Sonya Carol Futrell
& Baby Boy, Route 5, Mrs. Lola
WASHINGTON, D.C.,- Grogan
McKinney,
905
Hundreds of thousands of high Sycamore,
Mr.
James
school students are flexing their Lafayette Whitlock, Route 3,
muscles as they get in shape for Mrs. Rubena Maggie Dawes,
the annual youth physical fit- 1600 Sunset, Mrs. Dora
•0-*.
•6.4.• 11.4 • •-•• 411•1.•40-8.•
G.*•ik-••+.4
•11-11,
•••
41-•
11.10:••41.4:••
ness competition sponsored by 1/Shackleford Edmonds 410 North
the United'States Marine Corps. 8th, Mr. Thomas George
•
Conducted in more than 1,200 Shelton, Route 3, Mr. Oscar
high schools across the nation, Lindsey Hale, 807 North 19th,
the Youth Physical Fitness Mr. John Euel Workman
Program encourages (Expired), 1508 Parklane.
youngsters to get into top
physical condition by per- February 27, 1972
forming a series of five exer- ADULTS 95
cises-pull-ups, sit-ups, push- NURSERY 8
,
ups, standing broad jumps and
NEWBORN ADMISSION
904'41
•11.011.1.
a 300-yard run.
Baby Boy Gordon (Mrs.
'
"
;
r4 4
7
.4 I
For those young athletes from Joyce Ann Gordon), Rt. 7 Box
BLF
AFTER
schools with the best fitness 312.
teams, there's an ample
'
DISMISSALS
Memory, Names and Information'
Oral Communication
reward--a trip ,this June to
Mrs. Marsha L. Young, Rt. 1
Listening
Self Confidence and Courage
Washington, D.C., where they'll Alma, Mr_ Danny Mack RaisedOvercome the Fear of an Audience
(Human Relations)
compete in the national fitness Rt. 2 Hazel, Mrs. Audie Clotille
Control Worry,:tension and Anxieties
Enthusiasm and Motivation
finals and have a chance of Wisehart, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Free Dent Removal
Be the Person You litany Want To Be
Think and Speak on Your Feet
winning scholarships as well as Louise Emma Paschall, Rt. 1
in Difficult Situations
and Straightening on
several medals and trophies. Hazel, Mr. Michael Joseph
LEARN HOW YOU CAN DEVELOP THESE QUALITIES THROUGH THE
Top award at the national Gardone 1205 Mimosa, Mrs.
All Items
competition will be a $1.500 Marjorie Nadine Barnett, Box
scholarship for the senior 263, Mr. Griffin Zorray Lane,
We Silverplate
student with the highest in- Rt. 3, Mr. Don Murdock Scott,
Leadership Training Course
dividual score. The se i Lrid 401 Ash, Mr.Scott Douglas Huff,
place senior scorer will receive 4820 Exall Lane, Paducah, Mrs.
Anita Kay Oliver and Baby
a 81,000 scholarship.
Girl, Bt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Jane
*FREE DENT REMOVAL and straightening on all items we silver plate.
In addition to the so,
ships, a $500 award Fm He Carol Stallons and Baby Boy,.
alportalp Rd ark„,s 44d}a_
*ONIY_S 7.95 Flilit-atir All ALL ADDITIONAL REPAIRS, no-matter how
purchase of phyateal•• -htm-NS iana
extensive, on any piece we silverplate.Includes soldering broken handles,
Maybelle Henry, Rt. 3, Box 430
presented
equipment
will
be
to
For Reservations or Information, send coupon to
legs, knobs, etc. (Only exceptions are for furnishing new parts)
IRubye
Taylor
Mrs7
,
Camp,
2141
/
2
the high Scool with th,
Singer' Mayfield, Mrs. Sydney
scoring
team.
The
scholartIps,
Ken Bistow, Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky. 42071
trophies and - awards ire Ann Sumner, 410 W. Water St.
SALE ENDS MARCH-34
, Ma yliekt.,„ Mr _Dia -Truman
. pied- 4:er,„1,
, provided
•
Rt. 2, Hazel.
General Foods Corporal, , n.
BRING IN SILVER TODAY!
which supports the.
Name
Physical fitness,. pro,!:.an 'Soft' water
NI.AL
rilik
nationwide.
Address
Fiarert per ern( of the nation
This is the 13th year-nf-He has naturally soft water. To
program, which is condu(flind in firialif) as "soft." outer must
Phone
cooperation • with
have less than three grains of
, President's Council on Phyl, al r-alcium and magnesium
ill•••
•
•••
'0.
•••41
•
+.4
-4) • •-4I • 411-•11 •
-• • ••-• ••
0-•• ii•-• ••
4-0
,mineral deposits per gallon.
Fitness and Sports.

Tax Payments
Should Be Made
By Check, IRS

sparks Peterson
Honored By Society

Hospital Report

-new

EARN THE COMMUNITY'S
HIGHEST INTEREST

ready
i
Red Chnese

1,500-mph jet fighter

..

,

i;

1
KILN
ROOT BEER,

EARN AN EXTRA QUARTER HERE!

Now Has New Hours!

Sunday - 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.
4 Friday & Saturday - 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. 1
Monday-Thursday - 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. I

.1-0,(vv:
\i„, I
KiiN .
Root Beer
e'er e.t4.

4th & Sycamore St.

Phone 753-7793

•Pj

Federal Savings
and Loan

I

/

•••

Murray Branch

Youths Vie For
Fitness Award
And Scholarship

ALL SILVER REPLATING
REDUCED
20%
No charge for straightening*

Sizes

Assorl

DURING MARCH ONLY

OCILTC

THE TIME IS NOW•.•
the need was never greater

Cole

Cole
et

for men and women with these

LEADERSHIP ABILITIES:

EVERY ITEM REPLATED AT SALE PRICES

Orai Csamideatiou - and

All Sessions On Tuesday
Starting Soon

L

OUR NEW REPAIR POLICY

•

Pans,

QU

ITY JEWE

RS

Hun!

GE NINE
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new hotels,
ration of the
iat ringed the
JAM special
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dry Building
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SALE ENDS SUNDAY, MARCH 5th!!
- LADIES

4.5 oz. King Size
Keeps hair looking clean
Our Reg.
and neat
'1.17

100% Nylon

JUMP
SUITS

Small-Medium-Large• Extra. Large

•Flare Legs
•New For Spring

COMPARE AT
4.99
Short sleeve., solid
70/30 Cotton/Nylon
stretch terry jumpsuits in a variety of
styles and colors.
S-M-L.

MR. BUBBLE
BUBBLE BATH

$933
12-oz Box

Just Arrived!

TACKLE BOX

WALKING
SHORTS &
CUT OFFS

SOUTHBEND
'CLASSIC'

Girls

SCOOTER
SKIRTS

753-7921

NYLON

1 big trays, 26 cornri
rpiabrbtemdenttrsa.ys!tario-cilr
propylene.

Sizes 7
to 14

USE
YOUR
BANK
CREDIT
CARD
AT
Bid K!

YOUR CHOICE

:h

9

Star drag, oscillating
with
filled
spool
bonny! line.

•Permanent Press •All Sizes

is

GIRLS

PLANO

New Spring
Shipment of
MENS

HERE!

•

KNIT
SHIRTS

DOUBLE
- KNIT
'SLACKS

ITY's
:ST

BRYLCREEM

Men's

Men's
White

PARKAS

Spin Reel

PROTEIN 21

SHAMPOO

Magnum drag, full
race bail bearing,
quick change spool,
extra smooth long
wearing action.

14 fl. oz. bottle
Reg., Dry and Oily

Assorted Patterns and Styles

Reg. '1.88

y:ec
backlash
to
or left -Dial dracg,asrrgrh9;
hand retrieve
any fishing
Or
rod.
3

$177
Only
MONOFILAMENT LINE
Colemano

hQc

COLEMAN
FUEL

Enough line to fill
several reels. Sizes
6 - 20 lb.

SHETLAND

SPECTACULAR

ROD RIOT

5-SPEED

BLENDER

1 Gal. Can

"BIG K
Is Your Headquarters
•CAMPING & PICNIC SUPPLIES
•GOLF
•FISHING
•TENNIS

Big K Also Has
Hunting and Fishing License
* Store Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
L—
1-6 Sunday

44
i
t
IWO630 OcV
FE
oction,powerku1retr\eVe.
soin\ess slee\
aog.
up,

Assorted

smoot\I

corro Rebel Lures
„„....

coR s
6 Inch Worms

17
ri°11.

LF077
*I
7c
I

Series 2000 DAIWA ROD Assortment. Tubular Glass Rod Riot
for fisher:man!'
Model 2019-UL
Model 2033-Fly
Model 6660-Spin
Model 6680-Spincast
Model WDLX-9 Worm Rod
Also, Whittemore 'Raven
Series Rod Assortment.

Softweave Bathroom

TISSUE
2-Roll Pack

cHoic

BLACK 'PURPLE
MATCH
MIX OR

YOUR

Big K Has It for Spring!

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
*Acres of Free Parking!

Phone 753-8777

BANK

A -AERICARD
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Ledger & Times TV Schedule for-Thursday boning * a
CH. 3
WSIL
400 News
6:30 Safari
7:00 SmithJones
11:110 Longstreet
9:00 Marshall
10:09 News
10:30 Cavett

0:30 Lalann•
9:00 The Hour
10:00 The Life
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
-11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:* Dating
2:00 Gen. HosP•
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Hugh X.
5:30 News

CH. 4
CH. 5
WSM
WLAC
6:30 Dragnet
6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Flip Wilson
7:00 Me 4 Chimp
7:30 my 3 sees
8:00 Ironside
9:00 Dean Martin 0:00 movie
10:00 News
10:2* NOVA
10:30 Tonight
10:50 Mason
11:50 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
4:30 Wagoner
700 Flip Was°
0:00 Ironside,„,
9:00 Martin . Iv
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CM. 8
WSIX
6:00 Griffith
6:*Golddiggers
7:O01Smith Jones
0:0e Longstreet
AN Marshall
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Cavett

CH. 12
KFVS
6.30 Primus
7:00 Me I Chimp
7:30 MY 3 SOnS
5:00 Movie
1020 News
I0 SC Movie
.
i '

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *
6:00 Ralph Eatery b:4s Journal
6:30 McCoys
',:00 Today

6:00 News
7:00 Bine
9:00 Dinah
6:30 WVille
AM 9:30 Concent.
0:30 Romper
4:3oconcentration 7:55 Kitc. Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
10:00 Century
1:00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
11i00 Bewitched
t:00 Tell-Truth
10:30.Squaras
11:00 Jeopardy . 447:56-44sreqes•
11:00Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
11:30 Who-What- 11:45 sewing
11:30 who-Where 10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
11:55 C. Duvall
11:55 News
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 Child -Me 12:00 My Child
12:00 Noon Show 11:00 Heart Is
Too
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Our Lives
11:30 Search
12:30 News
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con. 12:45 Pastor
1:30 Dating
2:00 Another
12:25 -News
1:00 Our Lives
:00 Gen. Hosp.
World
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
30 One Life
2:30 Bright
1100 Love Is
2:00 Another
:00 Password
Promise
1:30 Guiding Light World
Love Am.
:30
3:00 Bugs Bunny ..__Lge, swill . storm .2,30 Bright
4
,,
6A jeewees .
2:30 Edge of Night Promise
.'3:15 M°ell
4:30 Green Acres
6:30 Sports
5:25 Weather
0,00 News
Pyle 3:00 Somerset
3:00 Gomer
7:00 Brady
5:30 N,WS
Calendar
3:30
3:30 Gilligan
6:00 Griffith
7:30 Patridge
6:00 News
3:35 Popeye
4:00 Movie
6:30 Your Life
5:00 Room 222
6:30 Dragnet
4:00 Gilligan
5:25 News
7:00
Cousteau
5:30 Odd Couple 7:00 Sanford & Sof 6:00 News
4:30 Dance Party
8:00 Room 222
Love Am 7:30 Chronolog
9:00
5:30 News
6:30 Tell Truth
Odd
Couple
0:30
Style
9:30 Primus
Acres
6:30 Green
7:00 O'Hara
9:00 Love Am.
10:00 News
10:00 News
7:00 Sanford-Son Style
5:00 Movie
10:30 Cavett
10:30 Tonight
7:30 Movie
10:00 News
10:00 Chaparral
12:00 Movie
9:30 Felony Sq.
10:30 Mason
11:00 News
10:00 News
11:30 Movie
1:30.Cavett
10:30 Tonight
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah's

CH. 29
WDXR
6:00 Movie
7.27
News
•
7:30 Theater 21
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creel, Feat.
10:30 Movie '
12:00 Sports
..

9:60 Psychiatrist'
6:00 SunriSe
6:30 Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
7:00 News
11:35 The Answer
8:00 Kangaroo
11:50 Sewing
9:00 Lucy
934 My.3--Son4 - . 424410-04wriviet -10.00 Fam, Affair 12:30 3 on 4 Match
1:00 News
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart 1:0 3Movie Game
1:30 Movie
11:25 News
3:00 Munsters
II :30 Search
Pic- 3:30 Fury
12:00 Farm
12:05 News
4:90 Bob
12:30 World Turns 5:00 Superman
Many 5:30 McHales
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light 5r57 News
4:110 Secret 519rM ...4attl status .Csunn
Night 6:30 Theatre-29
2:30 Edge
Pyle 8:30 Theatre
3:00 Gomer
3:30 Virginian
9:30 Crest. Feat.
5:00 Hazel
10:00 News
5:30 News
10:30 Theatre
6:00 News
4:30 Buck Owens
7:00 O'Hara
5:00 Movie
9:30 Don Rickles
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
.

PIASI. IS

Looking back,she once remarked,
those pars inflaris were to lhose.years in Paris were among where she spent some of the
be among the finest of her life. thefinest of my life." That was finest years of her life.
what she said when she looked
back upon those years in Paris

I THINK THIS 15 GOING
TO NEED A UTTLZ EDITING_

BLONDIE
r NOPE HE
WONT MIND MY
Mf_ISTACI4E

THE PHANTOM
NOT- ENOUGH BEFORE? MAKE
SURE THIS TIME.. A DOUBLE
POSE.
DON'T KNOW WHAT
KIND-- AS FOR NOW - YOU 31.151 HAD DINNER

---eiGMT?

BEATLE BAILEY

E ELEI

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Few political sparks
fly in New England
BOSTON . — Here in beantown, the customary center of
New England action in a presidential campaign year, one
expects political sparks.
This year the city is lean on
one essential political ingredient — enthusiasm.
Talking with individuals
within Democratic and Republican circles, one draws two
general conclusions: the East
Coast is not Nixon country; it is
also not necessarty -the putt,
ical province of Edmund Muskie, George Wallace, Henry
Jackson, George McGovern,
John Lindsay or any other of a
string of Democrats who would
like to evict President Nixon
from the White House.
The mood should not be con-

aware that such loyalties built
through siglitical practices of .
the pre-1960s are disappearing.
Robert Hahn, chairman of
the Republican State Central
Committee in Massachusetts,
is typical of members of the
GOP here who tend to look beyond the primaries to the general election.
Like all Republican workers,
he considers Mr. Nixon's renomination a certainty.
"61 arn gladdened by- the pea-ple who didn't vote *for the
President the last time but now
say they are impressed by what
he is doing," Hahn said."There
are many individual concerns.
... I'm sure you would find
these anywhere today. But
with all things considered, I
think there is no more that
could be asked of the Pres-Wilt:7
Hahn said the economy,
particularly as translated to
the interests of the area's
textile, shoe manufacturing
and shipbuilding industries,
would be an important part,of
FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 3,1972
the 1972 campaign. He believes
Look in the section in which realistically, for they will bring the President's foreign policy
moves, particularly his China
your birthday comes and find excellent advantages.
visit, will be an asset.
what your outlook is, according
SAGITTARIUS
-21TheChina---visit looks to
to the stars.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) gflike a plus for the President in
ARIES
Not outstandingly impressive this area,-"Hahn said
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "191
opportunities indicated, yet
Hahn, late all Republicans
You may find it desirable to there are hidden gems of value
make some changes in your in this day which you may interviewed here,is building up
program now, but be sure the nerlook if you are too hasty. a campaign to sell the administration on the issue of peralterations you make ARE an
formance. The opposition, at
CAPRICORN
improvement.
least for the moment, is still
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VS'
TAURUS
You may find that activities centered on personalities.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
One point surfacing for
in which you expected to parEspecially favored under ticipate are
not now scheduled, Democrats in New Hampshire
present influences: Doctors, nor are they
as vital as they is not so much the future of
nurses, medical workers seemed earlier.
Be prepared to Muskie, a popular New
generally, pharmaceutical
Englander and the front runaccept change.
suppliers and agriculturists.
ner, but the long-range chances
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
of McGovern, the South Dakota
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
May 22 to June 21) U
liberal who is given the best
favored
Especially
under
This is a time for review — to
chance of beating him.
find missing links, details propitious influences: EducDemocrats here dislike being
tional
and
cultural
interests,
hidden to the casual eye, to
quoted, as one noted,'because
scientific
study,
experiments,
change a course that has proved
of the way things are." Loosely
a dead end. Use accumulated artistic pursuits and romance. translated, this means profesA
good
day!
knowledge.
sionals are waiting for the field
PISCES
CANCER
to thin out to determine who are
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
(June 22 to July 23) NO.Ti—or
the cominant one and two canThere's
than
one
more
way
to
ff things are not going as Well
didates within party ranks.
as they should, do not "let attain, if the one you have been, "Thirigs are a bit messed
chatters be." Delve in and try to employing is getting you up," a state committee aide
get them back on the right nowhere. Use that fine intuition said."People are waiting to see
track. A new offer may be worth of yours, but don't press mat- what happens to McGovern. If
ters or you could damage your
looking into.
he bombs out, then a lot of
Cause.
LEO
people will turn to Lindsay.
YOU
TODAY:
BORN
Once
(July 29 to Aug. 23)
"If he (Lindsay) doesn't go,
Under day's generous solar you find the right niche, you then I couldn't tell you what
influences, you should feel shine brightly in your field and might happen."
ambitious, seek new ways to accomplish brilliantly. When
.This„ linkup with the longimprove, eliminate waste you waver, you become con- standing campaign of McGovmotion. Long-range projects fused and let good opportunities ern and the embryonic prespats - you by. Your innate
especially favored.
idential effort of New York
patience and persistence fit you
VIRGO
Mayor Lindsay comes essenresponsible
for
highly
work.
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
tially from supporters of the
Your
progressiveness, artistry
Calculations must be careful,
Kennedy bloc of New England
else you could get well off the and love of harmony are out- politics. It remains the strongtrack. Account for your share of standing. Overcome tendencies est single influence among
work seriously. Don't make toward stubborness, anxiety. Democrats in this region.
Mathematics, invention,
rash peomises.
Such is the scene at the dawn
engineering, architecture,
LIBRA
of a presidential year in an
and
journalism
music
suit
your
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23, ..n.r1
area which usually gets down
Something you feel opposes, talents. Birthdate.of: Alexander to hard politics before any
Graham
and
George
Bell
M.
impedes your efforts? Find out
other section of the nation.
if your manner of going about Pullman, inventors.
New Hampshire starts the
* •
things could be at fault. Display
game on March 7. Other key
your grit under all cirYOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
East Coast primaries lie ahead
FOR 1972
including a detailed day
cumstances.
in Massachusetts, Rhode
by day forecast, complete guide to
love and marriage, and a corn
SCORPIO
Island, New York and Pennis
prehensive character analysts
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111/4/
now axa,lable For your personal
sylvania. New Hampshire, just
forecast send Si 00 plus 25 cents in
A newness about situations
50 miles from politically afflucoin for postage and handling to this
newspaper, care of Horoscope Book
and trends in recent days?
ent and erudite Boston, is
Department, Box 171 Old Chelsea.,
Station. New York, N V I0011 Print
There ARE changes, and more
- -where.l.972 speculation will end
your NAME. ADDRESS with ZIP. and
to come. They should be met
DATE OF 8IPTel
and reality begins.
License plates in the state
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
bear the legend "Live free or
die." It has a resolute voting
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mile,
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politically wrenching cam1/
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paigns in the nation's history.
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fited politicians who have done
it.
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work
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article
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DOWN
Despite what the critics say,
New Hampshire, in political
indigent
More
I
_Jerms, is there. And, both pary I fitch Peat.ure Syndc.ip. Ike.
Ir
7 Tardy
ties are keenly aware of it.
fused with apathy. For the
Republicans, it is a matter of
tooling up for a fall campaign
to reelect Mr. Nixon. For
Democrats it la_011e Of _restiem
division much of it stemming
from old alliances — on who is
the beet man to counter that
campaign.
The Atlantic seaboard, and
Massachusetts
particularly,
has never been fair game-for
Republicans. In his 1968 cam*ugh,- Mr. Nixon carried-New
Jersey, Delaware, NeW Hampshire and Vermont but lost
Connecticut, Maine, New York,
Pennsylvania and Maryland.
Any politician venturing into
the states is aware of their
often fiercely loyal partisan
voting patterns. They also are
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POUNDS MORE OF `ADL) THAN I
REMEMBER-DOT THERE'S ONE

SURE-FIRE TEST. e40500'Y
'COMO MAKE APPLE PIE
LIKE MY MARY !! r

LEAD ME TO THE -\
KITCHEN, BIG BILL-
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STAR TALK

Cassidy
unafraid of
hard work
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
QUESTION: •'What makes
David Cassidy so special? All
• guys at Florida Central.1
Academy think he's a drag. But
our girl friends say he's
groovy. Mine even keeps a
scrapbook about him. —
(Signed) Doug."
ANSWER: Not to worry,
Doug. Amdica's teen-age fe-',
palm_ haye. a iradititiny.
over actors. They've"
been doing it since the days of
Rudolph Valentino. Thus, your J. '
girl's reaction is perfectly- nor- nisi.
Before she clips this column
for her scrapbook, let me tell
you diet David Cassidy is a native of Dery Aries. People born
wider this Zodiac sign often
have a lot going for them, when
'Weifienei
Born April 12, 1950-, David is,
the son of singer Evelyn Ward
and actor Jack Cassidy. Oa
"The Pareldite Family" TV
how, David's mom is played-by his real-life stepmother,
Shirley Jones. Thus he comes '
by his interest in Show Biz quite
naturally.
At this writing, his recordint.;
of "43herish” Cops- -thethere are two or more fan mag6,..,;
'
.
azines largely devoted to hiff.T.:
activities, and a new album Uri:ready for release. Meanwhile;
"The Partridge Family" gains
in popularity.
What can you say about a boy
who gains success so early in
life?(My apologies to Erich Segal.)
It would be easy to munch
sour grapes and say that young
Cassidy cashed in on his family's valuable connections. Yet
this horoscope tells me that David feels he must try harder,as
a 'result of his birthright.
Actually, a combination of
starry factors mapped David's
brilliant potential. He might
have become a spoiled playboy.
Instead he chose to develop
that potential. —
What factors foretold his suc-

SPEI
PARt
night t
ience

-1)1

rriooning

cell): Sun (David's life force)
is at 22 Aries, where tycoon,
F. W. Woolworth and Judge
Charles Evans Hughes had the
Sun. This tells an astrologer
that Cassidy is fair-minded,
ambitious and serious.
Moon ( his personality) is in
Aquarius. This portrays him as
a true child of the dawning
Aquarian Age.
Pluto the masses) is in perfect-harmony with his Sun.
Saturn (Father Time) is in
tune with David's Mercury,
which rules singing. Mercury is
located in Taurus, Zodiac sign
of the throat. Thus, David's
voice will improve with age
( Saturn ).
Mars is energy, Neptune is
inspiration, and the South Node
is selfundoing. Put them all together, and you have David's
horoscope house of work. Their
meaning? David is not afraid of
hard work. To the contrary. His
South Node is a warning not to
undo himself through exhaustion.
Uranus, monarch of the
Aquarian "Age, favors both
Mercury( his voice) and Saturn
(his destiny). In addition, it
achieves perfect balance with
the Moon (women and the public). Another plus for David.
Moon is not only with Jupiter
( Lady Luck) but also with Venus dove). Thus, he is adored
by thousands of women.
By now my young correspondent must be thinking, "This
guy is too good to be true." Relax. David Cassidy is human,
even as you and I.
On the neutive side, David's.
Sun is opposed by Neptune. He'
Es subject to self-deception and
wishful thinking, rather than
deception by others.
In addition, Saturn ( Fate)
opposes his Venus t the affections). He will experience at
least one major romantic setback.
When Venus is in Pisces, you
have a man who is capable of a
deep, self-sacrificing love,
Just as his fans suspected,
David has Venus in Pisces.
When it comes to David Cassidy, love will be a profoundly
moving experience. There is
nothing frivolous about Venus
in Pisces.
.
Based on this horoscope,
your astrologer beli
;
es DaNid
can be much more t n a flash
In the-pati: IDS-Sp .* no*
progressed to 13 Taurus, where
Charlie Chaplin has Mars. This
is an electrifying, almost karmic degree. We conclude that
David will be making news all
through 1972.
.
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NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Mt SALE

FOR SALE -

AUTOS FOR SALE

In accordance with Kentucky
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. REGISTERED ANGUScow with 1965 CHEVROI
_
'East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wilt calf. Four year old -registered automatic and
Statutes, Section
25.195 and
. A local one
25.200: Notice is hereby given
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a 'bull, one younger bull. Phone 436- owner. G
ndition. Price
that a report of final settlement
montb.Call 7534202 or 7535898.
. M3P $325.00. P
53-1439.
M2C
of accounts-was on February 28,
NU.
TFC
1972 filed by Polly Myrick, Achn.
INandSIDtwEo doors;es.one NICE USED console black and 1965 MERCEDES BENZ 190
of Estate of Rubie Cain, Dec'd
lavatories. See white televisions. See at Dunn's series. Excellent condition. Can
commode
and that the same has been apdice 103 T.V. & Appliance, 118 South 12th be seen at 910 North 18th Street or
Tirn
&
proved by the CallowCounty,
t Frce_Mitirear of Phone ra3-61/4.2146C
,
TFNC- Stre
Nerth4th-Street:----Touiraa ordered 11 .1W- to lie
store.
M3C
over for exemptions. Any person
1961 FORD GALAXY four door
boat
to file any exception
-4q-1-7°M
COLOR - TELEVISION, 23!' sedan. VII Power steering.
7th & Main
Phone 753-5273 'desiring
w $175.00. Phone 753-4782. TF"C
Godne'
thereto will do so on or before
screen. Color by RCA. $200.00. condition. May be seen at Murray
March 27, 1972 or be forever
t Phone 436-6690.
M7C Muffler Service,Maple and 7th or
12' x 55' TWO BEDROOM mobile
phone 753-1888 after 6:00 p.m. M3ERSONALLY conducted tours LYNNVILLE SHOE Store has barred. Witness my hand this 28
home,
fully
carpeted,
HOUSEHOLD SALE Saturday, C
Hawaii, Mexico, California, done it again. We are over- day of February, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
underFenning• Phone March 4, 1:30 p.m. Mrs. Verner
illiamsbuig, Va., Washington stocked. All ladies winter boots
753-7140 after 4:00 p.m.
MW Shelton Edwards, 303 South 6th 1966 OLDS CUTLASS, good
County Court Clerk,
lus others. Write for 1972 going at cost and under. We
are
Calloway Co., Ky.
Street. Living room suite, c'Pndition,,Price $875.00. Phone
rochure from Pennyrile Tours. receiving daily our spring
_Judith AjijIeyD r
"
_1TP,
IN'S -SS L."-"-P'efaireirit-telesomuil, dlesser-vnit rtiesr-ttfiaa-WitrwykinsemorKY.
shipmeilt ---131-tarrs,- children's
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00 drawers v2 bed, springs and
MIIC and rnen's)shoes. These are all in
per case (100-boOksT.--&
-ItI in case mattress, electric
In accordance with Kentucky EFFICIENCY APARTMENT
stove, 1967 VOLKSWAGON, white,
for
AUCTION
lots only. Ledger & Times Office refrigerator, breakfast set, $800.00. Phone 753-4331.
famous name brands so we can't Statutes, Sections 25.195 and two
M3C
students,
across
street
frorr.
mention the name because of our 25.200: Netkee is hereby
Supply,103North 4thStreet. TP, kitchen cabinet, lawn furniture,
given
low discount rims- I whul.4 litte--that-a reportoffinalsettlement campus. Available now. Private
NC
-1-Two
of parking provided. Phone 753-4342
Newest models
teic heaters, 22b. Window 1966FORD STATION wagon, one
for all our friends to visit us
Sale Consists Of Rare Antiaccounts was on February 28,or 753-4978after 5:00 p.m. M2C This
fan,
ironing
• board, few odd owner, low mileage, excellent
ques
And
Collectors Merril, Furnibefore you buy shoes. Lynnville
demonstrated
1972filed by Frank Lowery, Adm.
MOBILE
home,
MAGNOLIA
chairs,
glassware, pot, condition. All the extras. Phone
dishes,
ture,
Dishes.
And
Glassware.
Slioe-Store, open 6 days a week
FREE at your home.
of the Estate of Hiram Lowery, CLEAN UP or body shot, at Some New Modern Furniture And 13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach pans, silverware, bed' linens, 753-3222 after 6:00 p.m.
M7C
8:304:00,Sunday 1:00-5:00. M9C
Appliances.
Sr,Dec'd and that the same has Midway. Phone 763-8426 or
- I ash and Installnient Nan.,
Ceotrot
_Entitles,
air,
heatand
all
blankets.
quilts,
items
Lots
too
of
753---SELLING-Cee THE PREMISES
been approved by the Calloway 5311.
electric, heat tape, underpenned. numerous to mention. Douglas 1961 FORD GALAXY, trailer*
- Will Take Trade on an%
IN KIRKSEY, KY.
MI3C
Court
arojordorotifilert-to
°knot)
,
Makc
- Located Ow-Highway 229, 5 Miles Two bedrooms, large bath, Shoemaker in charge of sale.3Tp. hitc150371. attached. Phone 753EXPERTSEWING
South Of Highway 80,
lie over for exceptions. Any NEAR PANORAMA
M3C
MACHINE SERVICE
Shores, two North Of Highway 121.' 5, Miles • washer End rh-yer included, fully G.Shelton Executor.
Call SAL SARCONE
person
desiring
to
file
any
carpeted, new drapes,..recently
exbedroom furnished, carpeted
We pick up & deliver
75J 7222
ceptions thereto will do so on or with air conditioning. Also
painted. Many other extras., you SEWING
New
cabinet,
Discount Sewing &
have
before
mPh
Excellent
March
146CHE"
tires.
11
27,
condition.
appreciate.
1972
one
it
or
must
by
be
Drive
seeto
.
$79.95.
Brand
EandcabIlct
. Service Also Offered
new.
Phone
three
bedroom
house,
unStereo Center
forever barred. Witness my hand furnished, carpeted. Phone
and look, then call for ap- for free home demonstration or ,7534265 or 7534760 nights. M6P
436;el, Ky.
492-8812
LUNCH AVAILABLE
this-28 day..of February, 1972. 2266.
M2C Estate Settlement Of The Late-. pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or see in our store Discount Sewing
INSURANCE: MOBILE homes di
By Marvin Harris
March 6C
762-2851(work).
tereo Center in Hazel, Ken- EXTRA CLEAN. 1963 Chevrolet,
Motor Boats, Home Owners. Low
Mr. Carlos Alexander
County Court Clerk
If
You
tuc
12.
M3C 6 cylinder. See at 1619 Miller or
2.
TWO
Electric
BEDROOM
stoves,
Refrigerator
furnished
excellent
coverage,
ta:Oad
rahes,
phone 753-6312.
Calloway Co., Ky,-1112C
„
Thnitig table_& _that&.2. Red:MOM I
trailer,
Be
air
healthy,
conditioned,
or
wealthy
aide
and
claim service. Galloway InJudith Ainley,D.C.
1TP from Murray. $85.00 per minth, suites. 2 Couches & chairs, platFIRST
MASS;
Clair
Timothy
Slender-Wise
surance and Realty Agency.,
form rockers. Lots of other old
water furnished. Phone Cadiz chairs & tablet 3 Televisions-no
Phomo.
Have a vegetable plate..$69 and Red clover hay for sale. 1963 FORD FALCON, go-ifitd
Murray,Ky. Phone 753In accordance with Kentucky 522-6332.
Phone0.L. Cain,Jr., 753picture.
2
running condition. Phone 753portable
heaters,
3
Here or Go
M13C
5842.
M1ONC
753-4953
Washing machines Ione electric,
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
3537.
.5747.
Mr
M3P
2
ringer typel• cooking utensils
25.200. Notice is hereby given THREE AND. two room apartTRIANGLE INN
BULL DURHAM Dining room on
of
all kinds, Table lamps. Floor
Before 5:00 p.m.
WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator,
that a report of final settlement of ments. Phone Ronald W. Chur- lamps. Wool rug, Mirrors,
1969 OLDS 98 two door hardtop,
Kentucky Lake, open daily,
Pic1964 model, 14 cubic feet.- ExOf
accounts
was
on
February
THIS
p,
tures,
SPOT
spot,
that
traffic
Electric
fans,
firstLawn
753-2736
shjlk
.
or 753-8395.
all power and air, white with
March 3rd, 2:00 p.m.-9:30,
tore. Cane bottom chairs,& child's paths too, removed with Blue cellent condition. $100.00. Phone
1972 filed by Foley Dunn, Ad- Available March 1st.
black vinyl roof, black interior.
M2C rocker. 3 trwilts. (Decorative
Sunday 11:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m. Four
iron_
7s3-3711. _
ministrator of the estate of Ola
-Mr-Attason-4ar -*Mug, gang:
bed.
small iron rod construction), iastre carpet shampoo:L-0g
West of Paris Landlñg.M6C
McClure Towery, Dec'd and that BEALLZIFUL VALARAH Lee 3 pie safes, Clocks - 2 weight, Belaire Shopping Center.
Between 6:00 p.m.
M4C
overseas. Phone 753-7828
THREE PIECE sectional couch,
Key wind kitchen, Little Ben,
the same has been approved by Apartment, •
MSC
unfurnished, 2 Alarm & Electric, Watches
7:00 p.m. In The the
naugahyde couch and chair.
&
HD'S PLATE
Calloway County Court and bedroom, living mom,
kitchen, watch- parts, old oil lamps (probaHonda mini trail. Also 12' freezer.
Evening
(under 12 years)
ordered filed to lie over for ex- utility and bath.
Carpeted. Air bly a doz. or more, Churns, dashPhone 753-4858 after 5:00 p.m. M2 1962 CORVAIR, runs good, looks
Meat and 2 vegetables or
If you know your route
ceptions. Any person desiring liocanditioned.
ers, & Lots of lids, old writing
fair. Two new M &S tires,$100.00.
Dishwasher,
P
french fries...$.49 Here o
boy's number, please call
file any exception thereto will do refrigerator, stove, garbage slates and eraser, thread winder,
See at 1630 West Main,No.
(2
dolls),
Go 753 4953
Walking
sticks
.of
all
him first. If you get no
so on or before March 27, 1972 or disposal. phone 753_3965.
.
143c kinds. 3 lap spreads, eye glasses,
10.
M4P
23-1/16x35"
500 BALES JAP HAY, above
results then call John
be forever barred. Witness my
several razor straps
one autoaverage
$.45
quality,
pee
bale,
Pasco , Jr. at the above
hand this 28 day of February, ONE BEDROOM small trailer, matic, straight razors, Iota al keys
.009 Thick
4883 FALCON, four speed, gihiti
& locks,
Dough trays,
need the space. Phone 753number during the hours
1972.
$35.00 per month. One two smoothing Round
condition. Phone 767-2032. MSC
ron
These
perfect
s.
snuff
are
plates
boxes,
6567.
M2P
listed
ELECISOLUX SALES & SefBy Marvin Harris
bedroom trailer, $45.00 per cheese boxes, oil cane, lots of
for
siding
or
roofing
County Court Clerk
vices,Box 213,Murray, Ky.,C.M.
month.Phone 489-2595.
. M3C books. 2 small Warm Morning
1967 DODGE CORONET 500,
box of old casters, m
mufinstove,
Calloway Co., Ky.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarKOREAN JAP seed. Phone 753.- factory air and power steering.
barns,
for
placing
pans,
kraut
cutter,
sausage
mill,
mington,Kentucky.
1
Judith Ainley, D.C.
TFC
1TP FURNISHED APARTMENT, oiO(d Violin) stone jugs & crocks,
2882.
Mr Phone 753-6061.
M4C
In accordance with Kentucky
around bottom of
near Five Points. Air con- quilting frames, laundry stove,
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and In accordance with Kentucky
Steel Erection: "
mobile lionAs ttheep
ditioned, electric heat, carpeted. ire* cans, cream separator, well
25.200: Notice is hereby given Statutes, lections 25.195
pulleys of all kinds, sheep & cow
SERVICES OFFERED
POLLED
and Phone 753-6044.
Bar joists, decking,
M3C
bells,
nail
kegs.
ink
well.
A large
out the wind and snow, REGISTERED
that a report of final settlement of 25.200: Notice
Hereford bull, past year old. Also
is hereby given
structural, etc.
collection
Lhiby
Glass
of
and
Deand for many other
9'metal garage door. Phcirie 753- FURNITURE REFINISHING,
Call 753-6508-George Ban- accounts was On February 21, that a report offinal settiement Of TWO TRAILER homes on passion -Glass: *7 carnival water
all work guaranteed. Free pick
1972 filed by Dewey Ragsdale and accounts was on February 22, Kentucky Lake Blood
sets,
plus
a
lot
more.
compotes
&
3336 or see Hewlett Cooper.M3P
darra
River area.
uses
such
as
up and delivery. Free estimate.
butter
dishes.
Vinegar
cruets.
bid
Marjorie
Shroat
Dunn,
Co.753-1415-Jackie Jones
1972 filed by Virginia Gibbs, Nice and modern. Air, electric bottles, milk glass. china
plates &
Antique
or natural finish. Jerry
Executors of the Estate of Mary Executrix of the estate of Lela heat, automatic
"building out"
washer, large boy,Is, stone pitchers. jugs &
McCoy,753-3045.
Marchl6C
BAI,DWIN PIANOS and organs C. Downs, Dec'd and that the Gibbs, Dec'd and that the same private lot. Phone 436-2427. M3C crocks. pint & quart milk bott]is,
1971
HOLLY PARK 12'x62'
mice or rats.
punch bowl & cups, spittoons. silfor rent or sale. Rent applies to same has been been approved by has been approved by the
mobile home with 7'x14' expand°
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co., the Calloway County Court and Calloway County Court and or- DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roons ver salt & pepper shakers. II dit
room, double insulated with
box of old marbles, railro:;(.1
PAINT CONTRACTING
filed to lie over for dered filed to lie over for ex- and bath, central heat and air, jars,
across from Post Office, Paris, ordered
storm windows. Priced to sell.
lantern, & others, egg baskets od
Exterior or Interior
Call at
Tennessee.
M3C exceptions. Any person desiring ceptions. Any person desiring to carpet throughout, extra large wicker baskets of all sizes, brass
See James Green at Riviera
Quality workmanship
to file any exception thereto will file any exception
wash
boards,
hand
tools
of
all
(1eCourts.
thereto will do master bedroom, .range. pays
Free estimate
do so on or before March 27, 1972 so on or before March 27, 1972 or phone 753-3648 or 7534202 after scription. saws, grinders. vises.
anvil, wrenches, hammers. hoes.
Call 753-3464
or be forever barred. Witness my be forever barred. Witness my 5:00p.m.
,TFC shovels; rakes; approximately 50
CHAMPION SIRED miniature
BLUE MARLIN CLUB e hand this 28 day of February,
103 N. 4th St.
old pocket knives of all kinds and
pups. Ears trimined, all perhand
this
28
day
of
February,
Band
L
1972.
APARTMENTS sizes; 1882 model Ford automobile,(
FURNISHED
manent shots. For pet, show and FOR RADIO, Television and
1972.
Murray, Ky.
4 door, big motor Pocket knives
Wed.-Fri.-& Sat. §
By Marvin Harris
with
living
room, kitchen and and automobile will be )1d at
breeding. Minimum price $75.00. electrical appliance repair, also
By Marvin Harris
Phone 642-9804
County Court Clerk
00 noon.
Phone 901-422-1852.
County
Court
M3C plumbing maintenance phone
Clerk, bathroom with Shower and bath. 12
MFARIMELIMelle
Calloway Co., Ky.
One or two bedrooms. See at NOTE: Above is only an incom- 1965 CHEVROLET Super Sport
Calloway County, Kentucky
753-6091.
plete
March 27NC
list
of
hundreds,
the
and
Judith Ainley, D.C.
set
volume
1TP
20.
hardtop.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
Judith Ainley,D.C.
hundreds. of items to be sold. un- two door
NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42
1TP 16th Street. Phone 7534609. M8C usual
and desirable items will be of Colliers Encyclopedia. 16'216
CHICKEN DINNER
tablets, $3.00. Money back In accordance with Kentucky
seiiing every minute. All merchan- gold carpet and pad. Phone 753BULLDOZER WORK, trucking.
Or
Discount
Guarantee. Safe-T
HELP WANTED
dise
for
sale
to
the
highest
bidder.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
M3P
6073.
THREE-- ROOM
furnished no exceptions.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
CHICKEN LIVER DINNER
Bring your trucks.
Pharmacy.
M2C 25.200: Notice is hereby given
'basement apartment, with e% erything has to be sold and retopsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
That a report &final settlement of REGISTERED NURSE, per- private bath and private en- ol,ivecl from premises daN of sale. TWO COMBINES; one 640 Ford, Thurs., Fri., & Sat. $.99 Here
.154-8161 after 6:00 p.m. Mar.3C
manent
position,
excellent
salary
ftRMS:('ash,
all
accounts
sales
final
February
was
trance. $65.00 per month, all
on
28,
FISH DINNERs,
Oliver. For information "G° TRIANGLE INN
arid fringe,benefits. If interested
. 1.o of auction. plus 5', sales tax, one
With salad or fIait;r hush 1972 filed by Lochie B. Hart,
utilities furnished. Located 411 ,unless
phone Bob" forsee 7534080 or
you
have
an
exemption
contact
B.F.
Craig, Personnel South 8th Street. Phone
puppies & french fries 81.29 Executrix of the estate of Bobbie
753cumber. Bidder must register for Slenoy Barrow,753-9T:48.
M4C
FOR 'ALL your home additions,
TWO BEDROOM Duke mobile alterations, remodeling, etc.
Here or Go Thurs.. Fri., Sat. Lee Wood, Dec'd and 'that the Department, P.O. Box 329, 8294.
M4C a number, and it CM zed reccipt
Mayfield,
Kentucky
,
or
;%•en
phone
when
247.,
you pay. Buyers resame has been approved by the
home, 10'x50' I extra clean), Free Estimates.Phone 753s;sineible for articles is hen purTRIANGLE IN N753-4953, Calloway County Court and or- 6730 for appointment. An equal
$1500.00 if bought before March 6123.
TFC
chased.
approved
by
TESTED
and
ESTATE FOR SALE
dered filed to lie over for ex- opportunity employer, General REAL
We extend to you a most cordial millions of homemakers. Blue 13. Phone 753-5503 or 436-2448
Tire
&Rubber
Company.
M8C
.nvitation to attend this sale
ceptions. Any person desiring to
after 4:00p.m.
MIC
Lustre carpet cleaner is tops.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
REDUCED:KEENLAND Drive:
Willis Short-Administrator
file any exception thereto will do
INCOME TAX service-M.B.A.,
Central
Store,
Drug
Begley
baths.
SALE BY • installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
so on or before March 27, 1972 or NEED 2 or 3 Waitresses for Day 112 story, 3 bedrooms, 1I#2
BEAUTICIAN'S SHAMPOO Tax Experience. Phone 7534260
M4C
Shopping
Center.
and
room
carpeted
living
and
shift.
night
Apply
in
person
be forever barred. Witness, my
bowl and'chair, also dresserette for appointment. Reasonable
:
9 and separate dining. room. Kitchen
fitind this 28 day of-February, only to Saucy Bardi
and swivel chair. Phone 753March 2P
rates.
Parklike House,1409 Main. M6C with all built ins, iainily
1972.
4664:
MitC
LEAVING
must
STATE
sell
1971
shower. %uctioneers & Real Estate Brokers
with
laundry
and
library
By Marvin Harris home, •
12'x68',
IOEL SULLIVAN-AUCTIONEER mobile
TRACTOR REPAIR work.
GOOD POSITION for ex- Phone 753-7295 after 4:00 p.m. M4
County Court Clerk
ELECTRIC Experienced mechanic on duty.
Mediterranean style, completely GENERAL
PHONE .Vi-9:197
A daily panel that is a
perienced
T.V. Technician. Apply
rill or write for the sale dale of furnished, two bedrooms, fully television, good condition, large
Calloway Co., Ky.
We make field service calls day
sour choice.
sharply perceptive look
Judith Ainley, D.C. .
1TP in person. Sight and Sound, 80
carpeted. Extras like deep screen, black and white. See O.T. or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753"We Cry For Von'
THREE
four
BEDROOM
house,
,North
Main,
Benton,
Kentucky.
at the national and
freeze, padded bar with sink and Paschall or phone 753-2941. M4P 9857.
HOME PHONE 527-7068
Marchl7C,
acres, double garage, full
Phone 527-9900.
M6C
Lovett Building
concrete steps. Just like new.
international scene...
basement.
HighTwo
east,
miles
In accordance with KentuckyBenton. Kentucky
Only used three months. Phone SMITH CORONA standard WILL 00 convalescent care in
at the happenings all
M2P
BABY-SITTER, way 94. Phone 753-8188.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and'WANTED
75:1-4090 after 5:30 p.m. typewriter, $25.00. Also day bed, your home. References furMust
around us. John Stees
WANT
Friday.
Monday
BUY
through
TO
25.200: Notice is hereby givea
$20.00. Phone 436-2149.
M4C nished. Phone 753-4688.
University Heights Trailer
on
Veneer
11,
2
STORY
M2P
BRICK
that a report of final settlement of have references. Phone 492-8790
has no message, no ax
Court.
M2C
bozt
four
Basement,
WANT
Elm
hull
Street.
tri
used
TO
BUY
M3C
p.m.
accounts
6:00
after
February
was
28,
on
SPECIAL SALE AKC registered
to grind, no dragons
bedrooms, dining room, kitchen, with walk through windshield, 50
1972 filed by Joe W. Clark, Ad
AKC REGISTERED German Toy Poodle puppies, 7 and 9 WILL DO baby-sitting in my
with
consider
to
to kill.
baths,
Would
living
6511.P.
Pi
large
room
motor.
ministrator of-the estate of Eula WANTED BABY-SITTER in my
Phone:753-8556.
M4C a nice fiberglas V bottom boat. Shepherd female, seven months weeks old, $45.00 to $50.00. Also home. Phone 753-4438 between
But he'lt Warm your
0.Clark,Decd and that the same home,C30 through 4:00, Monday fireplace.
M3P
M21' one beautiful Tiny Toy Peke-A- 12:o0 noon and 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-3143.
M2C old. Phone 753-8421.
has been approved by the through Friday. Phone 753heart and send ycnrPoo for $65.00. Phone 753-4469
MODERATELY
PRICED
3
M3C
4110/ay County Court and or- 8921.
M4C Will STAY in home and care for
away with a smile with
bedroom home. Carpeted, cen- WANT TO BUY February 2 FORD FERGUSON tractor, plow after 6:00 p.tn.
dered filed to lie over for
elderly or sick, also do light
copies of the Ledger & Times. and grader bI5de. 1969 GMC
his sharply reflective
conditioning,
tral
and
heating
air
exceptions. Any person desiring
housework'. Phone 435-5651. M3C
IllaNTED TO RENT
FIVE
14x6
styled
wheels,
steel
pickup,
with
power
full
air.
Please
Ledger
dishwahser,
&
of
office
bring
built-in
to
stove and
view in
to file any exception thereto will
original
Torino
equipment
on
GT
Phone
474-2378.
M6C
4thlitreet No
do so on or before March 27, 1972 WANT TO RENT farm land. closed garage, and a patio of- Times, 103 North
with 70X14 belteclises $75.00
*-1 TFNC
ht3,,fering.relative privacy. Available phone calls please.
bagyssitting in my
or beiorever blirred.WIttiess my Phone 7534090.ofter4:00
M4P WILL DO
Phone-353-6387,
Aluma•
Bottom
boat,
-Craft
-V
44'
for
occupancy-mid
May'1'72.
home-anytime.Phone-763._ _hand this 26 day of February, P
motor,
1970
33
Johnson
H.P.,
&
753-7966.
.. March 21P
st.
Every day in
M4C
7829.
1972.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
manual start. Dilly trailer. Phone
- By Marvin Harris
SALE
OR
. RENT
753-6096.
M2C EAR, CORN. 7. Ford Bushhog,
FOR LEASE
FOR SALE OR TRADE grocery.
County Court Clerk
ndition. SEPTIC TANK Clerining, back
Ford picker. 'Good
for
reason
FOUR BEDROOM brick house
Doing good business,
'
Calloway Co., Ky.
Starting March 6, 1972
new.
HONDA,
like
750
1971
CH
492P
hone
*
old.
years
Two
hoe work. Phone Rex Cimp, 7532800 LBS. BURLEY _BASE, $ 15 sc1411(6 retiring. Phone 753rrp near the
FURl College. Phone 436Judith Ainley, D.C.
2,500 miles. Phone 489-2479. M2C 8591..
,45933.
TFC
. M4C
lb.
Phone
mzp
753-6567.
M2P
2190.
15NC
March
.•
,
, _
7663- •

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!

PARKER FORD will be open on Friday
night until 8:00 p.m. for the convenience of car or truck buyers.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

ELECTROLUX

'V

AUCTION

L,

Sat., March 4,1972
Sale Time--10:00 A.M.

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

753-7278

ALUMINUM
PLATES

25' each

Ledger & Times

ANOTHER VIEW

ANOTHER VIEW
Ledger (Times

-NIARSHALL COUNTY
REAtTY & -AUCTION
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Kentucky Roundup
Hearing
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)—A Mt. Vernon member of the world
Wide Church of God contends he lost his job at a Parker Seal plant
in Berea because his beliefs require him to abstain from working
on Saturday.
Paul Cummings has filed a charge against the company with
the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights, the commission's
executive director Galen Martin said.
A hearing is scheduled Friday.
The charge is the first complaint involving alleged religious
discrimination the commission has received.
Martin said World Wide has churches in Louisville, Lexington
and Cincinnati.

Nancy Allen Named Local Girt,lakes ,
Top Contest Honors
To Dean's List At
Miss Loretta Burkeen, 15,
took first place as "Beat Girl
Jones University
Soloist Under 16" at aFiddlers

State School For Deaf
Students Visit Capitol

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Bright, education institution serving
excited smiles, eager eyes school-age children in the state
alight with inquiring look.s...a who have impaired hearing
group of students entered the which prevents them from
gallery overlooking the Ken- attending regular" public
tucky House of Representatives -schools. Since 1960, the school
chamber.
has been under the adNot an Unusual occtirence in ministrative direction of the
General Assembly proceedings, Dersartment of Education.
yet these high schoolers shared
Fully accredited, KSD
Education
a distinctive characteristic— provides 12 years of academic
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—A 140-member group composed of
they were all deaf and students training supplemented by a
educators from all levels will hold its first meeting March 11.
at the Kentucky School for the comprehensive program in
The new Cooperative Council on Education, formed by the
Deaf (KSD) in Danville.
vocational education. All
Kentucky Education Department, will meet four times a year to
These young people, history students are provided free
review and recommend elementary and secondary education
and civics students at KSD,- tuition, board,. lodging, general
programs.
spent the day in Frankfort medical:dental carelind-se*r
experiencing lawmaking in .supplies. A wide range of exAppointment
progress and taking an overall tracurricular actitokies are
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)—A 21-year veteran of the Kentucky
look at state government in availabel to all students.
State Police has been named new deputy public safety comaction.
Course offerings are much the
missioner by Gov. Wendell Ford.
Accompanied by their in- same as those taught in regular
State Police Capt. Paul M. Smith, 45, is a Woodford County
structors and translators, Mrs. public schools with special
native and is currently post commander at London.
Charlotte McChord and Arch programs for development of
Miss Loretta Burkeen
Smith was state police director from 1956 to 1960.
Walker, the high school language and communication
The World War II Navy veteran has a wife and two daughters.
companied by Eugene Kirk and sophomores and juniors toured skills—speech, lip reading and
-The- Cont, Oentiernerr,--who—Oltr1iritr-N6V-1..aplto
Street,
OTTAWA —Canadians who- also won first place_as_the_best buildings, ate lam+ in-the state
An active counseling and
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—A section of downtown Louisville is
have been victimized through band.
cafeteria and checked into the evaluation program improves
slowly slipping from the grasp of motor vehicles as plans for a
A guest on the Eugene Kirk House chambers in time for an job placement for students as
the purchase of swamp lots in
pedestrian mall gets underway.
Florida are learning with inter- Show last summer at Hardin, afternoon session.
well as employment assatance
All private passenger vehicle traffic ends permanently late
est that some Americans have Miss Burkeen also sang at a
They were greeted in the of deaf persons in surrounding
Friday morning en Fourth Street between Broadway and Liberty.
become the possessors of Country Music Show at Faxon House by Rep. Joe Clarke of counties.
Bus, taxi and some truck traffic will be excused from the ban
moose pastures in northern School last fall. She has been Hanville, who provided them
Average enrollment during
for at least several weeks.
Canadian areas.
playing the guitar and singing with a copy of the Legislative the 1971-72 school year is 373,
The Louisville Transit Company and a number of Fourth Street
For decades past, Canadians since she was twelve years old. Record for reference use.
with a faculty of 50 academic
contemplating retirement _in
merchants have expressed opposition to the plan.
•;
The students expressed teachers, 10 vocational teachers
Florida have been buyers of
Miss Burkeen is a sophomore particular interest in the and three special physical
lots, some good, some bad. But at Calloway County High School
Ratification
progress of HE 86, which allows education instructors.
it is a new story that U.S. citi- and is the daughter of Mr. and
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP)—Members of Local 702 of the United
Twenty per cent of the
for the creation of a Bureau of
zens
have
been
taken
for
a
ride
Auto Workers Union voted 14 to 144 Wednesday to go back to work
Mrs. Charles E. Burkeen of Education for Exceptional students who graduated from
in some areas of Canada.
at the Modine Manufacturing Co. for the first time since their
Murray Route 3.
Children within the DepartMent KSD last year are now atThousands of brochures have
contract expired Jan. 16.
of Education,and two audiology tending college. The remaining
been
mailed
into
the
United
The union did not describe the terms of the new contract, but
related bills—HR 139 and SB 70. graduates have been successful
States extolling the merits of
said an explanatory statement would be released later.
As evidenced in the classroom in obtaining employment or are
the unspoiled wilderness in
discussion following their visit in additional centers of
Canada where property may be
in- Frankfort, Mrs. McChorcl vocational training.
picked up for a song. Land is
being offered for as little as $20
reported that the highlight of
an.acre in northern Ontario.
Coleman Hurt of Hazel died the day for the students was the
However, this highly touted this morning at eleven o'clock point where Gov. Wendell Ford
WASHINGTON (AP)—President Nixon talked to Chinese
(Coatinned frees Page 1)
acreage in some instances is at the Westview Nursing Home. unexpectedly walked from his
Premier Chou En-lai while in Peking last week about Vietnam
inaccessible and swampy. Lo- He was 79 years of age.
office
to
shake
hands
with
innocent
victims and youths apthe
of
prisoners
American
freedom
for
peace prospects and possible
cal residents describe the land
pearing in juvenile court. He
The deceased is survived by youngsters.
war, an administration scource says. The source also suggested as suitable only for moose.
The governor spoke with the, said the purpose of juvenile
his wife, Mrs. No_vg,lla Hurt,
there will be a public announcement within two or three weeks
Certainly American.purchasbriefly welcoming them court is to try to keep juveniles
[Croup
tIWYreaftriew_
United
also
a
patient
and
the
at
where
China
third
country
about agreement on a
grs of lots in some of these reto Frankfort- and encous aging from getting a criminal record.
III Sing mime,
l'iri
—
r
ray;
two
States will establish COntinurrig diplomatic contact.
mote areas are due for a shock'
A bill defeated by the House
The source chatted with reporters Wednesday only on condition if they get a firsthand view of sisters, Mrs. Galon Hargrove of them to pursue their interest
on
a 37-49 vote, would have
in
state-government.
Miami
and
the
Murray
Boston
Globe
and
Mrs.
L.
E.
Jones
of
that he not be named. But the
their acquisitions.
The School for the Deaf, allowed whisky-by-the-drink liHerald, neither of which attended the briefing, identified the
Most Americans who buy ICirksey; two brothers, Galen
officall as Dr. Henry A.Kissinger, Nixon's chief nationaLsecurity
land in Canada are too astute Hurt of Detroit, Mich.; and Bill founded in 1823, is a residential- censes to be issued to hotels
and motels within one mile of
adviser.
though to get caught in this Hurt of 511 South 7th Street,
interstate highways without rekind of deal. There are very ex- Murray.
spect to any quotas for such liFuneral arrangements are
SAIGON (AP)—The U.S. Command today announced the tensive private U.S. holdings in
censes in a county; the licenses
battle
MIG21
in
a
Vietnamese
Canada,
incomplete,
of
a
North
much
of
it
among
the
but
friends may
probable d destruction
(Continued from Page 1)
only would be issued in lwet
along the Laotian border,another air strike inside North Vietnam finest summer resort property call at the Miller Funeral Home
and more heavy B52 raids in South Vietnam's central highlands. in the country.
of Hazel after six p.m. tonight outlook to this difficult prob- areas.
The House tabled by voice
Quebec,
the
MariIn
Ontario,
by
U.S.
third
shot
down
be
the
lem.”
the
MIG
would
confirmer,
If
(Thursday).
time Provinces and increasingSen. Danny Yocom, D-Louis- vote the so-called "home rule
fighters since Jan. 19.
ly in British Columbia, well-toville,however, said that with bill" for first class cities, which
The Command also announced that six Americans were killed
the legislative session in its now would pertain only to
In action last week, the highest toll in more than two months. In do Americans are buying up
third-to-last week returning it Louisville. Before the bill was
addition, 56 men were reported wounded and nine died of waterfront property. Indeed,
nonhostile causes. South Vietnamese losses were set at 360 killed the purchases have been so
to committee "could kill a bill tabled, the House accepted an
widespread as to cause some
Funeral services for James the laboringtpeople of this state amendment which would have
and the allies claimed1,026 enemy casualties.
concern among Canadian offi- (Jay) Smith of Benton were need desperately."
put home rule into effect only
held Wednesday at two p.m. at
He said since the only prob- wen approval of the voters in
PARIS ( API—French customs agents today seized 937 pounds ciais.
• There have been inquiries by the Collier Funeral Home
of pure heroin aboard a fishing ship that had been boarded after it
lem with the bill involved a referendum.
the Ontario government, which Chapel, Benton, with Rev. John
Under home rule, a first-class
Friend's amendment,"I see no
made a dash from Villfranche Tuesday evening, the French
has under study proposals to Stringer and Rev. Aubert Rose
amendment city would have greater governreason
why
the
Finance Ministry reported.
restrain purchases of cottage
The ministry called it the biggest single seizure in history. and camp facilities by Ameri- officiating.
can't be discussed on the mental powers and could raise
the limits of existing taxes.
Nephews
served
as floor."
Although market prices are variable,depending on dilution of the cans.
Two Senate-approved bills
pallbearers and burial was in
pure heroin, the haul was estimated to have a street value of as
recommit
the
bill
The
vote
to
More recently there has been
passed by the House and sent
the
Marshall
County
Memory
tie.
Lt.
Gov.
much as $100 million.
ended
in
a
17-17
a hue and cry that Americans
Julian Carroll said he would to the governor would:
were "buying up" Prince Ed- Gardens.
—Require that a special eduMr.;Smith,age 78, of 803 Elm have voted not to recommit the
WASHINGTON, PA ( AP)—The jury that convicted Paul E. ward Island.
Street, Benton, died Tuesday at bill, but that he didn't have to cation teacher be employed beGilly of first-degree murder in the slayings of United Mine
The depressed agriculture in
Workers official Joseph Yablonski, his wife and his daughter Prince Edward Island has five a.m. at the Benton
since the recorrunital motion fore a classroom unit for exresumes deliberation today on whether the penalty will be life made a very attractive proper- Municipal Hospital. He was a failed to receive a necessary 20 ceptional children can be altoted under the Minimum Founimprisonment or death.
ty available at moderate prices member of the Narthside votes.
The jurors, who remained isolated at a local hotel, deliberated and Yankee visitors recogniz- Baptist Church.
The bill remaiins in the Sen- dation Program, passed 87-0.
—Raise from $100 to $200 the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. ate Rules Committee. The
about five hours Wednesday before returning a guilty verdict Wing a bargain have not been
against Gilly at 8:30 p.m. Gilly's wife and her father have also slow to buy island property in- Pearl Smith; one daughter, -chairman of the Rules Com- minimum property damage bebeen charged in the case and are awaiting trial.
cluding some of the loveliest Mrs. Earline Downing of mittee, Majority Leader Walter yond which traffic accidents
Hardin; two sons, James E. (Dee) Huddleston, D-Elizabeth- have to be reported to the State
scenery in the country.
WASHINGTON ( AP)—The Senate has passed a $23-billion
Smith
of Fort Myers, Fla , and town, said it could come up for Public Safety Department,
In defense of the American
higher-education bill and sent it to a conference committee to takeover of vacation acreage in Minus" E. Smith of West a vote this week, "But it's a passed 85-3.
determine how firmly Congress should legislate against busing of Canada, observers say there is Paducah Route Two; one sister, sticky situation."
Other bills passed and sent to
pupils.
Mrs. Tilley May of Benton
Meanwhile,the Senate passed the Senate included:
nothing to stop Canadians from
The Senate version of the bill, which also authorizes $1.5 billion buying the land. There is more Route Six; five grandchildren; and sent to the House measures
—HB437, Uniform jury selecto help school districts desegregate, was approved on an 88-6 vote Canadian interest in this field' two great grandchildren.
tion act which would have voter
which would:
Wednesday. The Senate added comparatively mild restrictions on now but until fairly recently
—Establish a board of medi- registration lists rather than
busing. But the House, acting on the legislation last November, most citizens didn't have the
cal licensure which would have property tax rolls used for setied to it three stringent antibusing amendments.
money to compete with Amerilicensing powers presently en- lecting juries in Kentucky,
can dollars.
joyed by the State Health De- passed 82-2.
(Continued from Page 11
In any event, with their long
—HB505, Giving state police
partment.
cold winters, 'the Canadian to what might occur if the bond
—Require landlords to pay in- the responsibility of locating
thinking about land investment market someday "went
com- terest of six per cent on dam- abandoned vehicles along pubhas been oriented toward Flori- pletely haywire."
lic roads and streets and giving
NEW YORK ( AP —Mayor John V. Lindsay says he will march
age deposits from tenants.
da and the Caribbean, even if
in the St. Patrick's Day parade wearing a black armband for the
Based on calculations with
—Establish the 'Kentucky the State Highway Department
some people get stung in real the aid
13 Irish killed on bloody Sunday in Londonderry.
of a computer, he said, -Guaranty Insurance Association the responsibility of removing
estate developments in these
but
proudly,
so
be
doing
Avenue
we'll
Fifth
"When we go up
the state's risk in such an un- to protect policy holders in the them passed 83-2.
warmer climates.
—HB135, Alliwing disabled
we'll be wearing the black armband voluntarily to salute the
Meantime, Americans are likely event would be minimal. event an insurance company
citizens to vote bqabsentee balmemory of the 13 shot down in the massacre"., Lindsay said
Bradshaw said he could give goes bankrupt. advised to watch out for agents
Wednesday.
—Clear the way for an ex- lot, passed 85-0.
who specialize in the sale of no estimate on the net savings
—HB432, Providing for the
The mayor also said he wanted to visit his grandmother's grave
to
public kindergarten
the
perimental
state
annually
because so
moose pastures in Canada.
state to continue to pay a subin Londonderry. But When I do, I want to visit a United Ireland,"
many factors are involved
- -program in Kentucky in 1973.
he added.
—Regulate the use of pesti- sidy to adoptive parents who
But he said the computer at
received the subsidy previously
one point estimated a PT mil- cides.
NEW YORK ( AP—Joseph P. Kennedy III says he''going to
lion savings over a 34. ear pe—Have the Legislative Re- under the Child Welfare Decollege, but "I'm not wild about the idea".
riod on bond refinantinu.. pre- search Commission study Ken- partment's foster care proAn intensive stop smoking sumably based
Kennedy, eldest son of the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, made
on
the tucky's water resources and gram, but then decided to
treatment in which the par- state figured on
the remark Wednesday during an interview on ABC-TV's Dick
selling [•[ sav- quality standarrds and report adopt the children innvolved,
ticipants reach for a glass of
passed 79-5.
Cavett show.
ings bonds and buying Ln road to the 1974 Genrral Assembly.
water when they want a
—HB439, Updating Kentucky'
"I like exciting things, but not crazy things-, said the 19-yearbonds.
cigarette is being tried in Bad
public assistance laws. • One
old Kennedy, who was discussing the 30 hours he spent aboard a
The
commissidher
the
Homburg; West Germany.
change would delete the rehijacked Lufthansa jet while returning from Bangladesh last
After five days of auto- bill was backed bN Ihree
quirement
that payments for a
week.
months
of
study and au,rition
suggestion, lectures on the
child born to an unmarried
He added that he would rather fight a bull than be a captive on a evils of smoking and water the
to scores, even hundred f deScientists were called in
mother can't be given until a
hijacked airliner.
patient's body and mind are tails.
recently to analyze a four-foot paternity suit is begun, passed
At least in a bullring, you know what you're up against", he supposed to be free from any
The mirasure allows
.:tl,4, pro- square block of ice which fell in
• said.
„posed,lxind aktjority t .,rrow the Surrey, England, garden of 70-5.
need..for nicotine.
—HB440, The sb-called "Dun$I million to get started.itid ap- Peter Wakeford, creating a
dee bill,','„ providing for the
RICHMOND, Va.( API- Al Hirt, the New Orleans jazz trumCLOSE SHAVE
propriates 8100,000 in ow next two-foot deep crater.
transfer of an area from one
peter, has undergone abdominalsurgery at the Medical Colle,gt
ierage- Man spends fiscal year for its expensps.
The alPolice named bits of the ice school district to
another if' 75
of Virginia.
roughly 3,350 hours or 139 days
-Bradshaw indicated U• five to officials from the London
A hospital spokesman said the 50-year-old Hirt's condition A hewing his stubble which grows authority mencrl‘rs w,idd be Airport for exarhination. It is per cent of the registered voters
Wednesday was satisfactory.
about 0.017 inch per day, or one- bankers, paid on a per diem believed that the block fell or property owners so petition,
passed 69-11.
half inch per month.
Hirt entered the hospital last week for tests.
basis.
from an aircraft.
Miss Nancy Jane Allen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Randolph Allen, 806 North
19th, Murray, has been named
to the Dean's -List at the Bob
Jones University in Greenville,
S.C.
Bob Jones University, known
as the "World's Most Unusual
University," is a liberal airs,
coeducational, Christian institution. Over 4,500 students
are enrolled there from most
U.S. states and 30 foreign
countries. •

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
414 Market St Don Veazey, Mgr.
Phone 642 6966 - Pans, Tenn

Contest held February 26 at
Brewer's Elementary School.
Miss Burkeen's prizes included a trophy and a blue
ribbon for the first place award.
Miss Burkeen was ac-
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& UNITEL

Over 30,000 sq. feet of fine quality
furniture and appliances.

See
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ADMIRAL

-

Duo Temp 17.5 cu. ft.

COMPACTOR

REFRIGERATORFREEZER

$199®

$288'
SWIVEL__

Choice of colors _and stoles.
.

RECLINERS
$3900
Up To

$17900

ADMIRAL
15.5 Cu. Ft. Frost Free

REFRIGERATORFREEZER

$25800

ROCKERS
Heavy vinyl.
Choice of-totors.
$3
900

ADMIRAL DUPLEX
Side by Side, 16.5
Frost Free

REFRIGERATORFREEZER

$318®
5 PCS.

WHIRLPROL ELECTRIC

DRYER
Convertible 120 or 240

$122®

DINETTE.
SETS
Large selection.
$3900

RESTONIC INNERSPRING

MATTRESS & BOX
Spring.

VINYL RUG
9X12

Both Pieces

$6400
EARLS' AMERICAN

SOFA &
CHAIR

$13800

$4"

TABLES
Walnut Finish

Finished,

CHEST

Large Selection. -

$2495
STEEL

FOLDING
CHAIRS
Tubular Legs

$2
"
NA4GAHYDE

HIDE-A-BED
Innerspring Mattress.
Choice of Colors

$129®
Traditional styling. Button
tufted back, roll arm, reversible cushions. Lined skirt.

SOFA & CHAIR

$169®
4 PCS.
SPANISH

Set 3 Pc. White/gold finish.
FRENCI-i

BEDROOM
SET

$14900

Foam, wet proof cover.

CRIB
MATTRESS
$10°°
BUNK BED
SET

Dresser, chest, bed, night
stand,

Complete with guard rail &
ladder. 2 foam mattresses
& 2 bunkies

9.38®

$110®

Spanish. Curved wood arms,
8 loose reversible cushions.
Woven fabric.

SOFA &
CHAIR

90" SOFA

White Naugahyde.

240®

189®

3 COMPLETE ROOMS
8 PCS. LIVING ROOM.
7 PCS. BEDROOM
5 PCS. DINETTE
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